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Abstract

Interpersonal comparisons of utility (ICUs) are often deemed to be

problematic-perhaps especially problematic when construed as empirical, rather than

ethical, claims or propositions. The metaphysical worry surrounding ICUs is that they

may not be possible, and that there is nothing in the world that could ground such

propositions. E.g., if I assert that my utility is lower than yours, then there must be

something that makes that assertion or proposition true; but what could that be? I

propose an ans\¡úer, viz. thatwhat metaphysically grounds ICUs are facts about what

contemporary neuroscientists call o'learning." Moreover, I make a case for why we

ought not to doubt that true, reliable ICUs are indeed possible.
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Chapter 1

Background

This project constitutes an effort to solve the so-called problem of interpersonal

comparisons of utility (ICUs). From the time of John Stuart Mill, Jeremy Bentham,

Stanley Jevons and others, to more recent treatments by people like Donald Davidson,

Amartya Sen, Jon Elster, John Rawls, John Harsanyi, R.M. Hare and many others, a

fundamental worry amongst economists and philosophers-often philosophers who are

concerned with utilitarian moral theory-has been the question of how we are to

compare the level of one person's utility to that of another.

Various solutions have been proposed in the literature of both economics and

anal¡ic philosophy, but none have adequately addressed the now-infamous problem of

ICUs. My intention is to look for new sources of information that I believe have fruitful

insight to offer into this issue-viz. the natural sciences and contemporary philosophy

of mind-in hopes of frnally doing away with this problem by soliciting the help of

cutting-edge empirical findings.

If utility is identical to the satisfaction of preferences, as many contemporary

utilitarians and virtually all welfare economists concerned with the subject think it is,

then there is a risk-based procedure-viz. the John von Neumann and Oskar

Morgenstern (1944) synthesis of von Neumann and Morgenstem cardinal utility-

which some think allows us to arrive at numerical representations of how much an

individual prefers one outcome over another; a procedure some have tried deploying in

their proposals for solving the problem of ICUs. The applicability of the von Neumann

and Morgenstern theory to choice behaviour under risk is itself highly controversial.
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However, what's not controversial is that whatever the merits of the von Neumann and

Morgenstern construction may be, it still gives us no way to compare how much any

given person values something compared to any other person without various

supplementary formal manoeuwes, some of which rely on implausible assumptions.

There is, however, a vast amount of information about the biological basis of

desire and the satisfaction ofdesire that has in the past few years been explored by

neuroscientists, and which, on my view, has the potential to resolve issues concerning

ICUs and measurability of utility in general. Specifically, my belief is that if we gloss

utility in terms of desire satisfaction, and adopt a specific, biologically-founded theory

of desire which lends itself to the findings of cutting-edge natural science, and which is

neither hostile to common sense, nor to philosophy, then we can come up with a theory

of utility such that ICUs, at least in principle, pose no special conceptual difficulty. My

work is primarily concerned with the metaphysics of ICUs, and only suggestive of any

epistemological implications. In other words, that reliable ICUs arc possible (and may

even become actual in the future) is my concem, whereas I only mention in passing

questions about whether we humans can in fact gain epistemic access to them.

Given the explosion of information coming from late twentieth, and early

twenty-first century investigations of the biological basis of mental states, the

possibility of being able to quantiff utility in purely physical terms is more real than

utilitarians themselves have ever imagined.

The Remaining Chapters

Chapter 2 constitutes a close look at one utilitarian economist's effort to deal

with the problem of ICUs using transformed von Neumann and Morgenstern utility
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functions. I am referring to the work of John Harsanyi (1977;1982) which has received

much attention in the philosophical and economics literatures. I argue that Harsanyi's

effort fails, but in a mar¡rer that is suggestive of the need to pay attention, when

theorizing about ICUs, to the ways in which actual human psychologies function.

Chapter 3 is essentially a sunmary of the theory of the nature of desire mentioned

above, viz. Tim Schroeder's (2004) Reward Theory of Desire. Schroeder's theory,

though simple and elegant in its formulation, is interdisciplinary in origin with highly

complex and at times surprising implications. Chapter 4 explores whether some of those

implications can be applied to the problem of ICUs; specifically, implications

conceming the nature of desire strength. Chapter 5 is a summary of the conclusions

drawn in previous chapters.

Assumptions

Before proceeding with any substantive work, it seems fair to the reader for me

to explicitly state the assumptions that I operate under throughout the remainder of this

project. The most important of these include: (i) that Schroeder's (2004) Reward

Theory of Desire is true; and (ii) that some kind of physicalism about the mind is true.

BV (ii) I simply mean that I accept the view that mental states are physical in nature;

that there is nothing supematural or non-physical about them, and that they are either

identical to or biologically realized by brain states and processes. A related assumption

is: (iii) that logical behaviourism (about the mind) is false. By 'logical behaviourism' I

have in mind the view that there is nothing more to mental states than dispositions to

behaviow.



Having given the reader some background about the nature of the present

project, and the assumptions it operates under, it is time to proceed with chapter 2, and

examine the nature of vonNeumann and Morgenstern utility functions, as well as John

Harsanyi's attempt to use them in an attempt to solve the problem of ICUs.
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Chapter 2

In this chapter, we shall examine John Harsanyi's attempted reduction of

interpersonal utilþ comparisons (ICUs) to a certain class of introperconal comparisons

of utility, paying close attention to his (1977: Ch. 4) and (1982) discussions. The class

of intrapersonal comparisons that Harsanyi claims ICUs are reducible to are

hypothetical in the sense that they are of the form 'If such and suchwere the case, then

the utility Iwould assign to some outcome would åe such and such'. Ultimately,

Harsanyi's 'reduction' fails, partly in virtue of being grounded in an implausibly

formulated assumption about the fundamental similarities of different individuals'

psychologies called the "similarity postulate" (Harsanyi 1982:50). Nevertheless, the

reduction's failure-in particular, its reliance on the similarity postulate-is suggestive

of what a successful solution to the problem of ICUs must seriously take into

consideration,viz. facts about the psychology ofpleasure, or desire satisfaction, or

preference satisfaction (depending on how one defines an individual's utilityl). For

now, however, let us have a close look at Harsanyi's proposed solution to the problem

of ICUs.

Harsanyi's attempt at tackling the problem of ICUs takes the form of a reduction

of ICUs to intrapersonal comparisons of utility, via what is sometimes called the

mechanism of 'extended sympatþ'---or, as Harsanyi often calls it, "imaginative

empathy"z 
-and 

with the use of von Neumann and Morgenstern utility functions. Both

of these aspects of the supposed reduction are highly controversial, as is the reduction

I Discussion on this topic is posþoned for chapter 4 below.

'E.g., in his (1977:51); and (1982: 50).

'1
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itself.3 But let us hold off on the criticism, and try to get a handle on what it is that

Harsanyi claims to have accomplished. The place to begin is some clarification of the

nature of von Neumann and Morgenstern cardinal utilities,a since these constitute an

integral part of Harsanyi's attempt to solve the problem of ICUs.

von Neumann and Morgenstern Utility

Suppose that Jones prefers some outcome A to some other (mutually exclusive)

outcome or events B, andthat she also prefers yet another (mutually exclusive) outcome

or event C to A.If all the data we have to go on is a purely ordinal ranking of Jones's

preference lor A over B, andher preference for C over A,then on the face of it, there

seems to be no logical foundation for claimingthat, e.g., her preference for I over B is

greater than or exceeds in magnitudeher preference for C over A nor for claiming that

Jones will enjoy a greatt increase in utility or welfare from obtaining I instead of -B

than she would from obtainingc instead ofl. Putting all general scepticism

surrounding the meaningfulness of propositions about preference strength aside,

suppose that Jones does indeed prefer A to B more than she prefers C to A. On a purely

ordinal conception of preferences, there seems to be no way to mathematically represent

this fact (we are supposing that it is indeed a fact) about her relative strengths of

preference vis-à-vis the outcomes A, B, and C.

But suppose now that Jones has a definite preference for certain rislry prospects;

more specifically, suppose that she prefers A to a gamble G such that if she opts for G,

3 I say 'supposed reduction', because, as pointed out in MacKay (1986:319-22),it'snot at all clear in
Harsanyi's writings what exactly is being reduced to what, nor is it clear whether any of the possible
candidate reductions are in fact successful. More on these issues below.
a Throughout this chapter, the name 'cardinal utility' denotes the concept of cardinal or measurable
utility, as synthesized by von Neuman¡ Morgenstern. It is not to be confused with other meanings of
'cardinal' utility.
5 Or state of affairs; the correct ontology of outcomes is, however, not relevantto the present discussion.
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she has a 50%o chance of obtaining B (her least favourite outcome), and a 50Yo chance of

obtaining C (her favourite outcome). Now, a proposition expressing Jones's preference

for the certain outcome A over the gamble G, according to von Neumann and

Morgenstem, "contains fundamentally new information." (1947: l8) This information

about Jones's preference for obtainingA for certain over the 50-50 gamble G, "provides

a plausible base for the numerical estimate" that Jones's preference for A over B

exceeds her preference for C over A, according to von Neumann and Morgenstern

(1947: t8).

If we use gambles or lotteries between pairs of outcomes with all kinds of

probabilities (for obtaining each of the two members of those pairs; e.g.,60-40,61-39,

74-26, or whatever), von Neumann and Morgenstern insist that an even "more direct"

route to mathematical representation of the strengfhs of an individual's preferences

relative to one another avails itself:

Consider three events, C, A, B, for which the order of the individual's preferences is the one
stated. Let o be a real number between 0 and l, such that A is exactly equally desirable with the
combined event consisting of a chance of probability I - a for B and the remaining chance of
probabilþ a for C. Then we suggest the use of a, as a numerical estimate for the ratio of the
preference of A over B to that of C over B. (192Ø: l8)

Hence, if von Neumann and Morgenstem are right, the above procedure of combining

outcomes with probabilities offers us a way of numerically representing, e.g., the fact

that, other things equal, my preference for tea over lemonade greatly exceeds my

preference for coffee over tea. Why? Because I would rather have tea for certain, than

risk drinking lemonade, even if my chances of ending up with lemonade are quite low,

and my chances of ending up with coffee (my favourite of the three) are quite high.

In keeping with the above quoted passage, let us flesh out the example of coffee,

tea, and lemonade a bit further: Again supposing that I prefer coffee to tea, and tea to
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lemonade, if von Neumann and Morgenstern are right, we are also entitled to suppose

that there is a lottery between coffee and lemonade such that I am indffirent between

getting it on the one hand, and getting tea for sure on the other. And, again suppose (as

happens to be the case) that I in fact much prefer tea to lemonade, whereas I am almost

indifferent between tea and coffee. Given these, i.e. my actual preferences, I happen to

be indifflerent between getting tea for sure, and gambling between coffee and lemonade,

if the probabilþ of ending up with lemonade is 0.1, and the probability of getting the

coffee, which I most prefer, is 0.9. Hence, according to the von Neumann and

Morgenstern procedure that's under discussion, we are entitled to accept 0.9 as a

numerical estimate for the ratio of my preference for tea over lemonade, to my

preference for coffee over tea.

Now let us assume that the von Neumann and Morgenstern procedure as (very

roughly) outlined so far is unproblematic in the sense that it gives us a method of

mathematically representing facts about how much individuals prefer outcomes vis-à-

vis one another.6 That is, let us assume that the procedure does indeed give us a method

for assigning cardinalT utilities to various outcomes, as distinguished from the merely

ordinal rankings with which we started.s By this assumption, we have a way to

mathematically represent that I prefer coffee to tea a lot less than I prefer tea to

lemonade; are we now entitled to also assume that the von Neumann and Morgenstern

procedure provides a basis for mathematically representing that, say, my preference for

6 The entirety of the present chapter may be taken as operating under this controversial assumption. (If the
assumption is false, the solution to the problem of ICUs defended by me in subsequent chapters is largely
unaffected, but the same cannot be said for Harsanyi's proposal, examined in the present chapter.)
7 Again, as a reminder, 'cardinal' here must be understõodin the sense of von Neumann and
Morgenstern's construction, and not in any other sense.
8 Started the von Neumann and Morgenstern proçedure under discussion, that is.
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tea over lemonade exceeds Jones 's preference for Cadillacs over Lincolns? Far from it,

according to von Neumann and Morgenstern! V/hy? Because, at best, the von Neumann

and Morgenstern procedure (vNM procedure) gives us a representation of the ratios of

my preference strengths relative to one another. This procedure, which is designed for

assigning cardinal utilities to outcomes from purely ordinal information, does not in any

way whatsoever give us a means to represent, e.g., that I prefer coffee to tea exactly-or

evenroughly-tlttee times as much, or one third as much (or whatever) as Jones prefers

Cadillacs to Lincolns.

Even if we had mathematical representations of all the preference strengths

(relative to one another) for all possible outcomes as well as gambles between

outcomes, and the same kind of representations for Jones, Smith, and the rest of

humanity, we still have no way to rule out the possibility that, e.g., Smith's preferences

are all exactly double the strength of mine, and exactly one third the strength of Jones's.

The reasons for the above claim about the inefficacy of the vNM procedure as a

standalone method for comparing preference strengths across individuals requires

further explanation, but before offering such explanation, it is only fair to von Neumann

and Morgenstern to point out that they are in explicit agreement with this (as far as I

know, uncontroversiale) claim. In a fooürote, they caution their reader to make note of

the fact that they "have not obtained any basis of comparison, quantitatively or

qualitatively, of the utilities of different individuals." (7944:19). And on a subsequent

page, von Neumann and Morgenstern again, rather explicitly, state the following: "We

re-emphasizethat\rye are considering only utilities experienced by one person. These

n There is a certain sense in which the still unpublished work of Bob Bright is in disagreement with this
claim, but discussion of his reasoning on this matter would take us off course in the present context.
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considerations do not imply anything concerning the comparisons of the utilities

belonging to dif[erent individuals." (1944:29) ltbstracting from the technical details

behind von Neumann and Morgenstern's assertion that their procedure for assigning

cardinal utilities to outcomes (from purely ordinal information) gives no basis for

conducting ICUs, a brief explication of the reasons supporting such claims is called for

at this point.

Some of the underlying reasons behind scepticism about comparing the von

Neumann-Morgenstern cardinal utilities (vNM cardinal utility/utilities) that one

individual enjoys with those enjoyed by another can be summed up, in a relatively non-

technical way, by the following quotation from Stanley Jevons, first written by him

more than seventy y"*rt0 before the concept of vNM cardinal utility appeared in the

literature:

The reader will find...that there is never, in any single instance, an attempt made to compare the
amount of feeling in one mind with that in another. I see no means by which such comparison
can be accomplished. The susceptibility of one mind may, for what we know, be a thousand
times greater than that of another. But, provided that the susceptibility was different in a like
ratio in all directions, we should never be able to discover the difference. Every mind
is...inscrutable to every other mind, and no common denominator seems to be possible. (1911:
l4)

Given that the concept of vNM cardinal utility is based entirely onratios of an

individual's strengths of preferences (relative to one another), it is easy to see that

Jevons's worry would apply in full force to any straightforward or naïve attempt to

compare vNM cardinal utilities across individuals.

To clarify, there is nothing in von Neumann and Morgenstern's procedure that

rules out the possibility refened to by Jevons in the above quoted passage; that is, given

the mathematical nature (much of which I am skimming over in the present discussion)

r0 The first addition of Jevons (l9t l) appeared in print in 1871.
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of that procedure, an infinite number of numerical representations of an individual's

preferences and cardinal utility differences are equally admissible. The reason is that the

procedure is simply not designed to represent any kind of non-relational reading of

preference intensity; all it represents is the cardinal utility that an individual assigns to

outcomes in relation to the cardinal utility she assigns to other outcomes. Hence, a von

Neumann and Morgenstern utilityfunclion (vNM utility function) that assigns

numbers-i.e. vNM cardinal utilities-to outcomes, and represents an individual's

preference strenglhs relative to one another is said to be unique up to increasing linear

transformation.Inother words, if Uis a vNM utility function representing an

individual's preferences over some set of outcomes, then so is any U': aU + b (such

that *0).rr

We can also think of uniqueness up to increasing linear transformation in terms

of the von Neumann and Morgenstem measurement procedure that we've been

discussing yielding a scale that is unique up to the selection of azero-point and a unit of

measurement; selection of the positive constant (denoted by'a' in the above equation)

fixes the unit, while selection of b (denoted by 'b' in the above equation) fixes the

origin.12ln commonsense (i.e., even less technical) terms, we can take this to mean that

one can add or multiply an individual's vNM cardinal utility function by any positive

number, as long as the addition or multiplication is done across the board, so to speak-

" Thanks to Bob Bright, whose work-particularly chapter 3 of his unpublished Foundations of
Utilitarianism-and input were crucial to my ability to conduct the present exposition of vNM functions
in a non-technical and approachable fashion. I owe him a grcat deal of acknowledgement for much of this
chapter. Compared to his discussion, mine only scratches the surface when it comes to vNM functions (in
particular, their potential role in a formulation of philosophical utilitarianism, a topic not under discussion
here).
t2 This exposition is indebted to Bright (chapter 3 of his unpublished Fo undations of Utilitarianism).
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as long as the addition or multiplication is done to the whole function (in the mailter

outlined in the equation above).

To help further illustrate what is meant by 'the uniqueness of vNM cardinal

utility functions up to increasing linear transformation', it may be helpful to consider an

example:13 Suppose that Jones is indifferent between getting some outcome I for sure,

and a gamble such that if she takes it, she has a 70Yo of obtaining some other (mutually

exclusive) outcome B, and a30Yo chance of obtaining yet another (mutually exclusive)

outcome C. If we arbitrarily assign the value I to outcome .8, and 0 to outcome C, then

we must assign a value of 0.7 to A in order to explain Jones's choices in terms of her

maximizing her expected utility (since 70%oxl + 30o/ox0 = 0.7). But notice that we

could have choseî, o.9., the values 3 and 0 for B and C respectively, in which case A

would have a value of 2.1and the difference between U(B)'o and, U(C) would be 0.9; or

100 and -5 (in which case U(B) - U(C): 100 - 68.5 :31.5).15

To recap, the numbers-i.e. vNM cardinal utilities-assigned to outcomes by a

person's vNM cardinal utility function are by definition without meaning, except vis-à-

vis other numbers assigned by the same function belonging to that same individual. My

vNM cardinal utility function assigns acertain cardinal utility to obtaining cofFee

instead of tea. But, on its own, that vNM cardinal utility (any particular vNM cardinal

utility for that matter) means and represents nothing. It gets its representational content

when considered vis-à-vis the strengths of all the other preferences that underlie the

values (vNM cardinal utilities) my vNM utility function assigns to the alternatives

specified by those other preferences. Moreover, the function itself is unique only up to

t'The example is taken from chapter 3 of Bright's unpublished Foundations of Utilitørianism.

'o 'U(o)' here denotes the vNM cardinal utilþ assigned to outcome u.
ts Another example borrowed from chapter 3 of Bright's unpublished Foundations of (ltilitarianism.
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increasing linear transformation, meaning that there is an infrnity of equally admissible

scales to measure an individual's vNM cardinal utilities such that all that's invariant

between possible scales (for a given individual) are the ratios of preference strengths

with respect to one another. These facts about possible and equally admissible scales for

vNM utility functions preclude us from interpersonally comparing vNM cardinal

utilities, or the strengths of the preferences underlying them. Hence, the numerical

values (vNM cardinal utilities) assigned to outcomes by an individual's vNM utility

function could be radically different from scale to scale, yet have exactly the same

representational content, because in constructing these utility scales, we arbitrarily

choose the zero-point and unit of measurement. The only way we could meaningfully

compare the values assigned to outcomes by Jones's vNM utility function with those

assigned by Smith's, is if we could frx a zero-point and a unit of measurement that' s

invariant across distinct individuals' scales; i.e., a non-arbitrary zero-point and unit of

measure.t6 Absent some objectively fixed zero-point and unit of measure, on the face of

it, different individuals' vNM utility functions seem un-comparable-vis-à-vis one

another, they represent nothing.

Given only the rough and somewhat informal outline of the nature of vNM

cardinal utilities and vNM functions that I've sketched in the above paragraphs, we

should already find it at least prima facie E;r;zling why Harsanyi thinks he can (in part)

rely on these mathematical constructions to compare different individuals' utilities. The

next order of business is to introduce and discuss the nature of his attempt to do so via

t6 If we fix only the unit of measurement for distinct individuals' vNM frinctions, the best we can get is a
comparison of utility differences; if we fix both that, and a zero-point, then utility levels are also
comparable. This distinction, as shall become evident later in the discussion (chapter 4 especially), is not
hugely relevant to the present project.
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the behavioural-psychological technique of extended sympatþ, and an apriori

assumption he sometimeslT calls the Similarity Postulate.

Har s anyi and Imaginativ e P I ac e -tr ading Thought Exp er ime nts

With the above exposition of vNM cardinal utilities (their nature and genesis),

and vNM utility functions in mind, suppose I have epistemic access to everyone's vNM

cardinal utility functions, where 'everyone'18 ranges over all members of whatever

population or society I happen to be a member of. From what's been said in the

preceding section, we know that this information is, on its own, insufficient as a logical

basis for my claim that I would derive more utility from obtaining some outcome Athan

Jones would from obtaining some outcome B; or even for the claim that I prefer A to C

more strongly than Jones prefers B to D.

But what if I knew exactly what objective circumstances Jones is in, and also

knew all the psychological laws that govem human behaviour; would I then have a

logical basis for making claims of the above form, and claims of any similar form (i.e.

claims that are, incorporate, or are grounded in ICUs)? Harsanyi seems to thinks so, and

seems to think that if I were to have all the above information, then I could effectively

reduce any interpersonal comparison of utility (e.g., of mine and Jones's utility vis-à-

vis certain outcomes) to some kind of counterfactual, intrapersonal comparison

involving the utility that my own vNM utility function would assign to some outcome,

illwere in certain hypothetical circumstances. The remainder of this chapter is an

tt E.g., see Harsanyi (1982: 50).
18 Throughout the remainder of this section, unless explicitly noted otherwise, I use 'everyone' to denote
all members of a population or society whose vNM utility fi.rnctions enter into the defurition of a social
welfare function.
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effort to explicate, in as much detail as needed, this so-called reduction of Harsanyi's,

and then to criticize it.le

Harsanyi needs ICUs for a number of purposes, including arguments for his

(1977: Ch. 4; 1982) case in support of the variety of utilitarianism that he favours as a

plausible ethical theory. Moreover, he thinks that in general, individuals' moral value

judgments concerning what he calls "social situations"-which include, inter ali4

"alternative pattems of social behaviour (altemative moral rules), alternative

institutional frameworks, altemative governmental policies, alternative patterns of

income distribution..." (1977:49)---can be mathematically represented by an additive,

"social welfare function" (1977:50). Any individual l's evaluation of the social merit

associated with some situation r4 is represented by her social welfare function W¡, if i

considers the values assigned to Aby every individual's (including her own) vNM

cardinal utility function, adds these values,2o and takes their arithmetic mean.

Constructing a social welfare function W¡ for any particular individual i involves i

conducting ICUs; Harsanyi is himself clear enough on this point:

Our model is based on the assumption that, in order to construct his social welfare ñnction Il¡,
each individual i will try to assess the utilities U¡(A) that any other individual j would derive
from alternative social situations. That is, he will try to make interpersonal utility comparisons.
Moreover, we have assumed that I will attempt to assess these utilities U¡(A) by some process of
imaginatìve empathy, i.e., by imagining himself to be put in the place of individual j in social
situation l. (1977: 5l)21

When Harsanyi makes reference to one individual i being "put in the place of'a

different individualT, he has in mind i imagining herself "to be placed in the objective

re My wording may be a bit imprecise here: it's not so much that Harsanyi claims to have reduced ICUs
to intrapersonal comparisons, as that he thinks this is what we in fact do whenever we attempt to conduct
everyday ICUs from the armchair. I read him as taking his theory to be an explanation of what he
supposes are actual phenomena (i.e., implicit reductions of ICUs to intrapersonal comparisons), perhaps
more so than an argument in favour of performing the reductions; see Harsanyi (1977:293, Note 4).

'o How can she do that, given the arbitrary nature of the zero-values and utility units of different people's
vNM utility functions? The question is answered shortly.

" Italics are Harsanyi's.
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conditions (e.g., income, wealth, consumption level, state of health, social position) that

7 would face in social situationl." (1977:52) But also, I is expected to assess the

aforementioned conditions "in terms of7's own subjective attitudes andpersonal

preferences (as expressed by7's own utility function Ur)-rather than assessing them in

terms of i's own subjective attitudes and personal preferences (as expressed by his own

utility function U)." (1,977: 52) Can i really do what Harsanyi is asking of her here?

That is, can some individual really assess some situation in terms of another

individual's preferences (as represented by that person's vNM utility function) while

pretending to be in the latter's objective circumstances, and do so "by some process of

imaginative empatþ"? Let us postpone the question, but only for a short while.

The postponed question aside, there is the distinct issue of how the additions of

different individuals' vNM cardinal utilities are even made possible, on Harsanyi's

model, given that the values (vNM cardinal utilities) assigned by any individual i's

vNM utility function U¡dle meaningful only in relation to other values assigned by U¡

(absent some non-arbitrarily chosen zero-value and unit of measure). Formally, how is

an individual conducting a moral evaluation, on Harsanyi's model, supposed to add

different individuals' vNM cardinal utilities? The short answer is that, on Harsanyi's

utilitarian model, she must select a transformation for each individual's vNM utility

function so that they are all expressed in the same utility unit:

... when an individual i is constructing his social welfare fimction ll¡, the only way that he is
really required to make interpersonal utilþ comparisons is by trying to compaxe the utility units
of the different individuals' utility functions U¡ ..., U,, ..., U,. Suppose that he begins with
individual utilþ firnctiotrs Ø, . . . , U,, . . ., U, expressed in arbitrary (and therefore in general
presumably unequal) utility units. Then his basic task is to choose conversion ratios q¡ . .., Qi,
. . . , qn, which in his best judgment will convert all these utility functions into the same common
utilþ unit, by setting Ut* : qt Ut, ..., Un* : Q,Un. (Of course, he can always choose Q¡= 7.That
is, he need not change the utility unit in which he is expressing his own utility.) (1977:-57)
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Now, given the prima facie diffrculty of, in a sense, normalizing an entire population's

vNM utility functions so that they assign values (vNM cardinal utilities) to outcomes

expressed in the same unit, one expects wide disagreement with respect to the

conversion ratios (transformations) that are supposed to allow moral evaluators to

conduct such normalizations. And when there is disagreement between a moral

evaluator h and another evaluator i about how to convert þerform transformations on)

the population's vNM utility functions, one surely wonders whose social welfare

function (W¡ or Wr) ß trust-i.e. whose transformations most faithfully reflect, or are

consistent with, the facts about how much importance individuals actually assign to

outcomes.

The question of how to choose the 'best' transformation-and what constitutes a

'good' (or 'the best') transformation for that matter-are important to the present

discussion, because the selection of these transformations is precisely what's, formally,

supposed to bridge the gap between ordinary vNM functions, and interpersonally

comparable utilities, on Harsanyi's model. Harsanyi's discussion of what he calls

"interobserver validity" (1977:57-60) seems to be an attempt to flesh out some details

conceming this bridging.

We can think of an ICU done by some individual Jones as being 'valid'z2-.in

the sense of Harsanyi's interobserver validity-in terms of it being the case that, in

constructing her social welfare function, Jones converts the utility units that the rest of

society's vNM utility frrnctions are expressed in using what one might call 'the right'

conversion ratios. And for Jones's conversion ratios et, ..., qrtobe right in the present

" Itmay be more accurate to say 'perfectly valid' here, since validþ in the present sense admits of
degrees (not to be confused with logical validity).
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sense of 'right' (or, 'valid', in Harsanyi's terms), it must be the case that, once

multiplied by qr, ..., Qn the vNM utility functions Ub ..., Un of the rest of the

population assign to outcomes numerical values that accurately represent how much

importance individuals l, . . . fr actually attach to those outcomes.

Notice just how far beyond the representational content of ordinary vNM

fimctions themselves Harsanyi aims to go. We know from the previous section of the

present chapter that vNM functions numerically represent how much individuals prefer

outcomes, but only vis-à-vis other preferences for other outcomes. An instance of some

individual i successfully applying a 'perfect' conversion ratio q¡ to some other

individualj's vNM utility function U; would, on Harsanyi's model, amount to that now-

converted (now-transformed) utility function representing, not just how muchT prefers

that some state of affairc A obtairl3 instead of some other (mutually exclusive) state -B

as compared to her other preferences, but instead how much she prefers A to B

simpliciter. That is, Harsanyi thinks that we can get beyond the purely relational sense

in which vNM functions represent the magnitude of an individual's preferences-i.e.,

that we can ascertain the magnitude of an individual's preferences in some absolute

sense of preference strength.

Harsanyi's model actually suggests that he doesn't just think we can in principle

get beyond the representational content of ordinary vNM functions, rather thatwe in

føct do so (with varying success rates) every time we make a genuine moral value

judgment. So how do we do that? Formally speaking, how does Harsanyi think we, at

least sometimes, choose the right conversion ratios and ipso facto dramatically increase

the representational content of individuals' vNM functions in such a way as to make

" Or that some event E take place, again, depending on the correct ontology of outcomes.
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them interpersonally comparable? In practice, Harsanyi's answer is that we in fact

conduct ICUs "by some process of imaginative empathy" (1977:51). And if, on his

utilitarian model, performing ICUs amounts to choosing conversion ratios, he must

think that imaginatively empathising with one another is the process by which we

choose the best ratios \rye can. But, we may now ask, how satisfactory of an answer is

this? It may be rather hasty of Harsanyi to simply assume that imagining to be in

someone else's place allows us to get beyond the representational content of her vNM

function. That is, it may be implausible to suppose that the process Harsanyi calls

"imaginative empathy" is of any help to us in trying to select the best transformation for

an individual's vNM utility function (i.e., to select a conversion ratio for that individual)

that we can.

One aspect of the woffy is that it may simply be false to suppose that we do in

fact ordinarily attempt to assess the utility an individual derives from some outcome by

imagining to be in her objective circumstances with her subjective preferences. In other

words, it seems far from obvious that we don't carry out such assessments by some

entirely distinct process instead, in which case, Harsanyi's is a model of a non-existent

phenomenon. But clearly Harsanyi thinks it ls obvious:

Simple reflection will show that the basic intellectual operation in such interpersonal
comparisons is imaginative empatþ. We imagine ourselves to be in the shoes of another person,
and ask ourselves the question, 'If I were now really in åls position, and had his tasfe, his
education, åls social background, l'¡¡b cultural values, and his psychological make-up, then what
would now be my preferences between various alternatives, and how much satisfaction or
dissatisfaction would / derive from any given alternative?' (Harsanyi 1982: 50)24

The above passage should be suggestive of why Harsanyi never defends his claim that

the thought experiment he describes here (i.e. what he calls "imaginative empathy") is

how we actually conduct everyday ICUs: he thinks "simple reflection" shows it to be

....1

'o Italics are Harsanyi's
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the case that we do so. But why? I don't remember ever asking myself questions like

the one Harsanyi says I ask myself all the time, and on reflection, I find no reason to

believe that I do or have done so implicitly either. With Harsanyi, we must indeed admit

that we do make quick, rough and ready ICUs, and do so very frequently, with varying

success rates; but before faniliarizing myself with the philosophical problems

associated with ICUs and, specifically, Harsanyi's take on the surrounding issues, it had

never so much as occured to me to substitute myself for another individual in

conducting a coÍtmonsense ICU; and, again,I do not believe that I do or have done so

implicitly either. I for one have no idea how exactly I conduct quick, everyday ICUs; all

I know is that it happens somehow. And simple reflection has never told me that it's by,

implicitly or explicitly, imagining to be in someone else's shoes; when thinking of how

much benefit an outcome would beto Jones, never have I thought about how much 1

would benefit from the same outcome inwhatever circumstances, just so that I can

estimate Jones 's potential benefit. Is Harsanyi about to tell me that I am wrong about

this, and that I haven't reflected enough? If he is, then so much the worse for his

account, I am inclined to say. After all, it's supposed to be simple reflection doing the

philosophical work needed to lend plausibility to imaginative empathy as a theory of

commonsense ICUs. And if my own episodes of simple reflection failed to map onto

something that Harsanyi assumes they would map onto-viz. thatl actually conduct

everyday ICUs by performing the Harsanyian thought experiment (imaginatively

trading places with people)-it is his assumption that's wrong, at least with respect to

one individual.
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But such autobiographical observations do not, of course, constitute a

knockdown argument against imaginative place-trading as a theory of how

commonsense ICUs arc generally done. Perhaps many people do conductquick,

everyday ICUs using something like Harsanyian imaginative empathy. But even if they

do, should they? Individuals surely ought to imaginatively trade places with one another

the way Harsanyi thinks they in fact do, if by so doing, they find themselves in a better

epistemic position to assess others' utilities than they would be without the imagined

exchange. But are we in any better an epistemic position to assess one another's utilities

as a result of Harsanyi's piace-trading thought experiment?

Harsanyi does indeed maintain that, at lest in some instances, imaginatively

trading places with an individual is a reliable process for arriving at an estimate of the

absolute2s utilities that she assigns to various outcomes. According to Harsanyi,

generally, "if we have enough information about a given person, and make a real effort

to attain an imaginative empatþ with him, we can probably make reasonably good

estimates of the utilities and disutilities he would obtain from various alternatives."

(Flarsanyi 1982: 50) Now I think it is clear enough that the reason Harsanyi has any

degree of confidence in the reliability of imaginative empatþ when it comes to

assessing different people's 'absolute' or 'true' utilities-i.e. the utilities their vNM

functions would assign to outcomes, if the right transformations were applied to those

functions26 
-must 

be his "similarity postulate" (SP). Consider his definition of SP, and

the theoretical role he assigns to it:

25 Absolute as opposed to 'in relation to other preferences for other outcomes' which, as we know, is the
most that a vNM cardinal utility function can represent on its own.

'6 In Harsanyi's terms, if we selected the best cònversion ratios.
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... any interpersonal utility comparison is based on what I will call the similaríty postulate,tobe
defined as the assumption that, once proper allowances have been made for the empirically
given differences in taste, education, etc., between me and another person, then it is reasonable
for me to assume that our basic psychological reactions to any given alternative will be
otherwise much the same. (Harsanyi 1982: 50)

Now if something like SP is right, inter alia there may be at least some measure of

intuitive plausibility to the project of reducing ICUs to intrapersonal comparisons of

utility (intraCUs): Deep down, we're all pretty much the same, so there's no reason to

think that the satisfaction I derive from some outcome is any different in magnitude

from the satisfaction youwould derive from the same outcome ifyou instantiated all my

superficial properties and stood in all my superficial relations, goes the intuition. But

before we ask whether, atthe end of the day, SP is helpful to the problem of ICUs (or

even a plausible assumption in its own right), notice how central a role it plays in

Harsanyi's insistence on the reducibility of ICUs to intraCUs: Not only is SP supposed

to ground our commonsense lCUs-supposedly done via imaginative place-trading

thought experiments-but also to serve as the foundation of the explicit, formal

reduction of ICUs to counterfactual intraCUs undertaken by Harsanyi in his (1977: Ch.

4).27 Accotding to Harsanyi:

... the possibility of meaningful interpersonal utilþ comparisons will remain, as long as the
different individuals' choice behaviour and preferences are at least governed by the same basic
psychological lows. For in this case each individual's preferences will be determined by the
same general causal variables. Thus the differences we can observe between different people's
preferences can be predicted, at least in principle, from differences in these causal variables,
such as differences in their biological inheritance, in their past life histories, and in their current
environmental conditions.
... individual i will be able in principle to reduce any interpersonal utility comparison that he

may wish to make between himself and individualj to an intrapersonal comparison between the
utilities that he is in fact assigning to various situations and the utilities that he would assign to
them if the vector of the causal variables determining his preferences took the value R,. (which is
the value that the vector of these causal variables takes in the case of individualT). (Harsanyi
1977:58-9)28

" This is of course not surprising, given that Harsanyi's formal reduction is supposed to mathematically
represent what actually takes place when we conduct quick, everyday ICUs using only the resources of
commonsense, viz. a reduction to intraCUs.
28 Italics are Harsanyi's
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And, Harsanyi's ultimate conclusion is that:

... given enough information about the relevant individuals' psychological, biological, social,
and cultural characteristics, as well as about the general psychological laws governing human
behaviour, interpersonal utility comparisons in principle should be no more problematic than
intrøpersonal utility comparisons are between the utilities that the same percoî would derive
from various alternatives under different conditions. (Harsanyi 1977: 58-9)2e

What this conclusion and the remarks preceding it suggest is that the possibility of

reducing ICUs to counterfactual intraCUs, on Harsanyi's view, indeed depends on the

truth of SP or something similar-i.e. on interpersonal invariance of basic

psychological laws. Formally, Harsanyi thinks that if we factor out a vector R¡ that

consists of all the causal variables needed to explain an individual i's preferences

Qtersonal preferences in Harsanyi's terms), what we'll be left with is something he calls

an "extended" utility function: "Because the mathematical form of this function is

defined by the basic psychological laws goveming people's choice behaviour, this

fimction Z¡ must be the same for all individuals l" (1977:58). And, of course, if all

individuals have a common utility function, then there are no formal problems

associated with conducting ICUs that aren't also present in the case of intraCUs. All

individuals, supposedly, do sharc a coÍrmon utility function, viz. the one dependent on

and only on the psychological laws that govem human behaviour; therefore, according

to Harsanyi, there is no logical obstacle to comparing utilities across individuals, as

long as something like SP is true, securing the existence of an interpersonally invariant

utility function.

What Harsanyi's (1977: Ch. 4) and (1982) discussions-particularly their

emphasis on the importance of SP-suggest, is that Harsanyi's view seems to be that

the problem of ICUs is largely an informational one, rather than a logical one, so long

2e Italics are Harsanyi's.
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as something like SP holds: if we knew enough facts and laws, we could reduce ICUs to

intraCUs and thereby avoid all the obstacles uniquely associated with the former. We

ought to emphasize atthis point that, by Harsanyi's own lights, imaginatively trading

places with another individual tums out not to be necessary and may not even be

relevant to conducting reliable ICUs, given enough information, since there is nothing

that imaginatively trading places with a person can tell us that historical and

psychological research into that person can't.

That extended sympathy is, in principle, a superfluous information gathering

tool, if it ¡s an information gathering tool at all (something I rather seriously doubt),

brings to light a somewhat confusing aspect of Harsanyi's discussions, one that's been

pointed out by MacKay: "Ho',¡r' is Everyman's ability to put himself imaginatively in

another person's shoes related to such esoteric matters as values of vectors of causal

variables, basic psychological laws, and postulates of similarity?" (1986: 3 18) I have

suggested an answer to MacKay's question,viz. that SP is supposed to be the

foundation of our ability to put ourselves in others' shoes, and that it is also supposed to

ground Harsanyi's formal reduction of ICUs to intraCUs in something like the

following way: We in fact reduce ICUs to intraCUs by imaginatively trading places

with people during the course of conducting any quick, everyday ICU; and, as long as

something like SP is true, our everyday reductions are a fairly good way to assess one

another's utilities, since SP assures us that we're all psychologically quite similar. And,

according to the Harsanyian picture, the everyday reduction can be formalized, again,

as long as something like SP is true, securing the existence of an interpersonally

invariant utility function. Moreover, we wouldn't need the everyday reduction at all, if
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we knew enough facts about the variables that causally determine an individual's

preferences, since once these are accounted for, SP dictates that we'll all

psychologically react in pretfy much the same ways. In his commentary, MacKay seems

to read Harsanyi similarly:

We do have the ability to make some counterfactual judgments about what our psychological
reactions would be in cert¿in situations, often in situations very different from those which
actually obtain. We don't, normally, do this by explicitly calculating the interaction of causal
variables and environment according to psychological law. But, presumably, our capacities are
based on (or reflect at an intuitive level) some such structures... There is nothing that
performing the (self) manoeuvre'o can tell us intuitively, that explicit, scientif,rc õalculation
cannot tell us, in principle, if we know all the causal variables and psychological laws governing
their interactions with various environmental situations, and are clever enough to work it out.
But we don't and aren't, so we use the substitute, intuitive method instead. (MacKay 1986:320-
2r)

If this is the right way to read Harsanyi, then \rye are coffect to notice that, on his view,

episodes of imaginative place-trading are îot prerequisites to making ICUs, but are

mere substitutes for the calculations that the limits on our knowledge base and

information processing abilities preclude us from performing explicitly. So are they

good or bad substitutes?

Putting aside my own intuitions on the matter, according to which imaginative

empathy is not the everyday process by which we ordinarily conduct everyday ICUs at

all, Harsanyi is misguided to think that such a process is an especially good one when it

comes to assessing other people's utilities. I follow MacKay in this respect, who argues

, that when it comes to attempts at assessing others' utilities, there is no epistemic

I advarfiage to be had from imaginatively trading places with them:
.i
:' ': i In making the total-objective-and-subjective-exchange supposition, I thereby lose touch with

,'-- t'Ì
whatever it was about myself that offered the epistemic advantage in 'reducing' the interpersonal

', to the intrapersonal. And vice versa. If I do stay in touch with what it is about my relation to
ì myself that provides epistemic advantage to performing the reduction, I do not totally make both
l, the objective and subjective exchange suppositions. The 'me' that appears in these extreme

hypotheses-a person in års position, with his taste, å¡s education, his social background, år

30 This is only MacKay's shorthand for saying 'imaginatively trading places with someone'.
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cultural values, and his psychological makeup-would indeed display lzis reactions, but
wouldn't be a 'me' toward which I, the investigator, had any special epistemic authority. I, the
investigator, would be no better offasking questions about this 'me' that I would about the other
person. (1986:322)31

MacKay's observations seem quite appropriate given the nature of the "extreme

hypotheses" Harsanyi has us entertaining. Several paragraphs earlier, I asked whether it

is reasonable to expect an ordinary individual with merely the resources of

commonsense to even have the ability to assess a situation entirely in terms of another

individual's tastes, while also pretending to be entirely in the latter's objective

circumstances. My own inclination is to doubt whether human minds are in fact capable

of genuinely making what MacKay describes as the total-objective-and-subjective-

exchange, in light of, inter alia, the sheer quantity of information we are supposed to

pretend is actually about us when we imagine to be entirely in someone else's shoes

(not to mention, base new beliefs on that information). I have no doubt that we have

some degree of ability to put ourselves in others' shoes in the sense required by

Harsanyi's thought experiment; what I find implausible is the claim that we are capable

of performingawholesale substitution of our actual psychologies for imagined ones,

and then forming new beliefs based entirely on the substituted, pretend psychology.

But even if we are capable of successfully making the wholesale imaginative

exchange and basing beliefs on it, MacKay is right to point out, in the above quoted

passage, that we have no reason to think that assessments of utilities based on these

informationally extravagant thought experiments are any morc likely to be true than

assessments we might make without their 'help'. That is, granting that we are in fact

capable of making the Harsanyian imaginative exchange, beliefs about others' utilities

3r Italics are original to text.
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that we form based on such a thought experiment don't seem as though they're likely to

, be true in virtue of having been produced by the Harsanyian thought experimenf. After

, all, as MacKay notes (1986: 321-22), we have no reason to suppose that we retain the

, i kind of special epistemic authority that we normally have towards ourselves and our
:i

actual mental states during the course of a Harsanyian thought experiment. In
I

pretending that whatever properties and relations make Jones herself and not me are

actually instantiated and stood in by me,I don't thereby gain Jones's first-hand

knowledge of what it's like to instantiate those properties and stand in those relations.
.':. (So, in trying to assess the absolute32 utility Jones actually assigns to some outcome, why

' ask myself questions about me-with-Jones's-properties-and-relations, rather than simply
i

j usk myself questions about Jones?33

ir Assuming that we are right to conclude with MacKay that, at the end of the day,

putting ourselves in others' shoes is, in itself, of no help to us in trying to solve the

problem of ICUs, what about Harsanyi's insistence that SP secures the inprinciple

possibility of interpersonally comparing utilities? The most straightforward answer is

that SP, as construed by Harsanyi, is entirely unhelpful as part of a solution to the

problem of ICUs. Let us take a closer look at SP itself, along with Harsanyi's grounds

for accepting it as readily as he does.

Harsanyi and the Similarity Postulate

Recall that Harsanyi defines SP as "the assumption that, once proper allowances

have been made for the empirically given differences in taste, education, etc., between

32 Absolute in that it goes beyond the representational content of an ordinary vNM cardinal utility, in
sense described above.
33 MacKay makes similar observations; e.g. "You cannot actually satisfy conditions merely by imagining
them satisfied. Does Harsanyi think you can?" (1986: 319)
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me and another person, then it is reasonable for me to assume that our basic

psychological reactions to any given alternative will be otherwise much the same."

(1982:50) So, e.g., if we take into account the superficial differences that make Bill

Clinton who he is, and make me who I am, Harsanyi says it is reasonable to assume that

Clinton and I will psychologically react in more or less the same way to any situation.

Do we have any reason to accept SP, other than the fact (if it is one) that it's the key to

reducing ICUs to intraCUs?.Well, as Harsanyi construes it, SP "by its very nature, is not

open to any direct empirical test" (1982: 51), so we certainly can't go peeking around

the world in order to check whether it's true or not. But, as we shall see below,

Harsanyi's grounds for classifuing SP as an unverifiable assumption may tum out to

rest on some evidently anti-physicalist intuitions about the nature of mental states, in

which case, those grounds are suspect. Moreover, his reasons for thinking that SP is

nonetheless a plausible assumption to operate under are also unconvincing. Consider

this:

I may very well assume that different people will have similar psychological feelings about any
given situation, once differences in their tastes, educations, etc. have been allowed for. But I can
never veriff this assumption by direct observation since I have no direct access to their inner
feelings.
Therefore, the similarity postulate must be classified as a nonempirical a priori postulate...

... Its intuitivejustification is that, iftwo individuals show exactly identical behaviour- or, if
they show different behaviour but these differences in their observable behaviour have been
properly allowed for - then it will be a completely arbitrary and unwarranted assumption to
postulate some further hidden and unobservable differences in their psychological feelings.
We use this similarþ postulate not only in making interpersonal utility comparisons but also in
assigning other people human feelings and conscious experiences at all... When we choose the
assumption that we actually live in a world populated by millions of other human beings, just as

real and just as conscious as we are ourselves, then we are relying on the same similarity
postulate. (Harsanyi 1982: 5l)

Much has gone wrong here.
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First, there is Harsanyi's3a claim that we already rely on SP in order to avoid

some kind of scepticism about other minds, or about physical reality external to our

own minds; this amounts to Harsanyi missing the point. If someone is sceptical about

ICUs being grounded in facts (presumably facts about mental states), pointing out that

we generally operate under the assumption that people have mental states, as Ilmar

Waldner has observed (1972:92-3), will not alleviate her concern. Waldner notices that

sceptics about the existence of factually-grounded ICUs are worried because "they do

not believe there is any empirical evidence that could support interpersonal comparative

judgments about the intensities of certain kinds of mental states----even though there is

evidence for other kinds ofjudgments about other persons' mental states." (1972:92)

Hence, I can operate under the assumption that, e.g., Bill Clinton is a physical object

with mental states, and so basically like me, and still think there is no factual basis for

claims about which transformation of his vNM function best represents his actual

interests.

Second, there is a serious problem with what Harsanyi takes to be the "intuitive

justification" of SP. According to Harsanyi, it is "completely arbitrary and

unwarranted" to suppose that two people exhibiting exactly similar observable

behaviour have notable differences between their respective mental states (1982: 5l).

V/e would be perfectly justified in assuming that two people displaying the same

behaviour are in type-identical mental states, if logical behaviourism were true.3s But if

the possibility of conducting factually grounded ICUs depends on the truth of

behaviourism about mental states, then we who think that ICUs are perfectly

3a This aspect ofHarsanyi's acceptance ofSP is borrowed from an earlíer discussion ofhis (1955), but
ultimately from LM.D. Little's (1950: 56-7) arguments.

" Thanks to Bob Bright for pointing this out bãfore I ever had a chance to notice it on my own.
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respectable empirical claims are in hot water, in virtue of being committed to one of the

more implausible theses about the nature of minds.

Finally-and this I believe to be at the core of what's wrong with Harsanyi's

proposed reduction as well as what's right about the proposal that I defend in

subsequent chapters-there is Harsanyi's insistence that SP "by its very nature, is not

open to any direct empirical test." (1982: 51) In principle, there is no reason to think

that we can't observe one another's mental states, including psychological reactions to

outcomes, as long as physicalism is a true thesis in the philosophy of mind. By

'physicalism' I mean the view according to which mental states are physical states,

either identical to, or biologically realized by brain states. If physicalism so construed is

true, then it follows that, rather than a "nonempirical a priori postulate" (Harsanyi 1982:

51), SP is a perfectly ordinary empirical hypothesis, open to empirical test. Yet, if we

have the (in principle) ability to directly observe any individual's psychological reaction

to a given alternative, where is the theoretical payoff for adhering to a sweeping,

generalized assumption like SP? If physicalism is true, we could, in principle, devise

elaborate tests to discover whether SP is a reasonable assumption, but why on earth

would we bother if what \rye're interested in are ICUs? Under the physicalist assumption

that mental states (or in the very least, their biological underpinnings) are observable,

rather than investigating whether SP is right, we can isolate the relevant psychological

reactions themselves, and measure these directly. Our only problem seems to be that we

don't seem to as of yet know which mental states to measure, where in the brain they're

located, or what to look for.
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Perhaps our ignorance of the nature and biological basis of certain mental states

is what leads Harsanyi to say of ICUs that they'odo pose important philosophical

problems" which he describes as "the problem that they require us to use what I have

called the similarity postulate." (1982:50) But if we knew which brain states and

processes to look for, we would have no reason to bother with questionable postulates

like SP, and no reason to bother with questionable oreductions' based on it. 'We 
could

instead accept a far more plausible assumption , viz. thatphysicalism is true, and then,

based on that assumption, directly measure whatever brain states or processes are

identical to, or rcalize the psychological reactions that individuals have to various

outcomes.

But notice that by assuming the truth of physicalism, we have effectively traded

one a priori assumption (SP) for ariother (physicalism). Hence, the question becomes

which of the two assumptions-physicalism or SP-is the easiest to swallow. If we

must choose, the answer is surely that the assumption contemporary philosophy of mind

has already given us many good reasons to accept ought not to be traded for the one

whose sole theoretical payoff seems confined to facilitating Harsanyi's reduction. Yet,

there is a worry with such a line of argument, since there may be a plausible reading of

Harsanyi that's consistent with SP, as well as physicalism. In other words, rather than as

a behaviourist, Harsanyi may be read as himself committed to physicalism, but not

necessarily to a behaviourist interpretation of physicalism. On such a reading, SP can be

t¿ken to mean something like the following:

SP': If two individuals were to have exactly similar casual histories and exactly

similar physical compositions, and were in exactly similar objective
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circumstances, then they would be in type-identical mental states when in those

circumstances.

But, even if such is the right way to interpret Harsanyi's assumption, accepting its truth

in the present context amounts to little more than assuming that scepticism about the

logical possibility of conducting ICUs, construed as empirical claims rather than

evaluative statements, is unfounded. On its own, vis-à-vis the problem of ICUs, all SP'

guarantees is that, as long as there are some facts of the matter about the magnitudes of

one individual's mental states, then there are some facts of the matter when it comes to

claims about the magnitudes of different individuals' ment¿l states. And, if we assume

that any individual i's vNM function to some extent mathematically represents the

magnitudes of certain mental states that i is or may be in, then we have also assumed

that that there are indeed facts about the magnitudes of i's mental states, viz. the ones

being represented by her vNM function.

The problem with reading Harsanyi in the above fashion, however, is that such a

physicalist interpretation seems philosophically thin (in tle context of the problem of

ICUs) for lack of an adequate theory of preference. Without a theory about the nature of

the psychological attitudes individuals direct towards outcomes-be these preferences,

desires, or whatever-we have no way to empirically investigate how accurate our

mathematical representations of their magnitudes are.36 And so, if Harsanyi's a priori

assumption is best interpreted as some roundabout affirmation of physicalism, there is a

sense in which I am in limited agreement with his claim that this assumption helps to

secure the metaphysical or logical possibility of conducting empirically meaningful

" This is true of both the relational reading of these magnitudes that we find in ordinary vNM functions,
and the'absolute' sense in which these magnitudes may be represented by an appropriately transformed
vNM function.
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ICUs. But, if we are to get beyond the representational content of ordinary vNM

functions, simply assuming physicalism will not take us to that content on its own; all

physicalism will get us is the comfort of knowing that there is some such content to be

had. I would go so far as to say that merely accepting physicalism while assuming that

individuals' attitudes towards outcomes do have magnitudes (perhaps in virtue of

assuming that vNM functions do represent some facts about these magnitudes, to some

extent) at best guarantees that there is a real solution to the problem of ICUs out there,

but says little about the nature of that solution. Hence, assuming physicalism and taking

ordinary vNM functions to have some representational content about the magnitudes of

certain mental states, at best, constitutes apartial solution to the problem of ICUs. The

reason for considering such a proposal amerely partial solution is that, while it may

answer scepticism about the mere existence of facts comparing different individuals'

utilities, it tells us little about the nature of these facts.

Ultimately, the conclusion that I believe we ought to draw from the discussion

of the preceding chapter is that neither an a priori assumption resembling Harsanyi's

SP, nor episodes of imaginative place-trading are likely to be successfully combined

with the brilliant formal accomplishments of von Neumann and Morgenstern as a

satisfactory solution to the infamous problem of ICUs. One of if not the most

thoroughly worked out attempts to do so, viz. that of John Harsanyi, comes up short in a

number of ways. But what I have suggested is that the most instructive of these failures

consists of Harsanyi's recognition that the problem of ICUs must incorporate some

reference to the ways actual human psychologies function. But rather than looking for a

solution in unhelpful postulates such as Harsanyi's SP, the places to look are the
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experimentål data of psychology and especially the neurosciences, as well as

I .onclusions drawn from contempora.ry philosophy of mind. The next chapter outlines

the nature of the data we need to look at in order to arrive at a satisfactory and

empirically respectable solution to the problem of ICUs.
:
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Chapter 3

We ended the previous chapter by suggesting that any plausible candidate for a

solution to the problem of interpersonal comparisons of utility (ICUs) ought to be

sensitive to the ways in which human psychologies actually function. More specifically,

we saw that under the physicalist assumption that mental states arc inprinciple

observable-in virtue of beingphysicøl stafes-there is nothing (in principle) baning us

from directly observing psychological reactions that individuals display in reaction to

various outcomes. The problem of course is that, lacking an adequate account of the

nature of preference, we have no idea what to look for, if what we're interested in is

exactly how an individual psychologically reacts to a given outcome; specifically, the

nature of her psychological reaction to her own preference satisfaction and frustration.

Yet if we had a theory of prefercnce----or perhaps some clue as to how

preferences are biologically realized in the brains of organisms like us-then we might

be able to devise methods of precisely ascertaining the strength of some individual's

preference by directly observing and measuring the magnitude of the activity of its

neural basis. Without knowing exactly what preferences are, however, the chances of

identifuing and measuring the activity of the neurophysiological structures rcalizing

them directly through empirical observation seem poor.

But what if contemporary philosophy of mind were to produce a plausible

theory of the nature of desire, built atop a foundation of empirical datafrom the

neurosciences; could such a theory prove useful to those of us who are troubled by the

problem of ICUs? V/hat if, with the intellectual purchase of this theory, came for free an

empirically measurable and interpersonally comparable account of desire strength?
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That sounds like it may indeed be helpful. Fortunately, such a theory exists, and the

business of this chapter is to explain its inner workings, with special attention paid to

what it says or entails about the nature of desire strength. The theory in question is Tim

Schroeder's (200a) Reward Theory of (intrinsic) Desire, and if true, this theory can

indeed be deployed in a satisfactory solution to the problem of ICUs.

But why are we talking about desire all of a sudden, and not about preference?

Are the two equivalent, or perhaps coextensive? If we have abandoned preference talk,

why aren'f we talkin g about pleasure? We postpone these and related topics3T for

Chapter 4, turning now to exposition of Schroeder's (2004) Reward Theory.

The Reward Theory of (intrinsic) Desire

Traditionally, philosophers who have thought about desire-including

philosophers of mind and utilitarians-have largely thought about it in terms of either

motivation or pleasure; both of these are contingently related to desire, but neither nor

both constitute its essence, according to the Reward Theory of intrinsic Desire (RTD).

Instead, the essence of desire is reward;but not merely the commonsense

understanding of 'reward' or the sense that the 1950s behaviourist psychologists toiled

with.38 The sense of 'reward' that constitutes the essence of desire is the one used by

contemporary neuroscientists when they talk about the neurological effects of what we

intuitively are inclined to call 'rewards' and 'punishments'.3e Moreover, we must note

that RTD is a theory of intrinsic, as opposed to instrumental desfue, meaning that its

scope is confined to explaining the nature of desiring outcomes for their own sake, and

" More specifically, the relationships between desire, preference, utilþ, and welfare are analyzed,
throughout chapter 4 below, including arguments in favour of approaching the problem of ICUs using the

lgnguage ofdesire rather than preference.
'o For discussion on reward and behaviourism, see Schroeder (2004:43-B).
3e For discussion on reward and common sense, see Schroeder (200+: ZO-aZ¡.
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not as a means to some other end or ends. 
a0 Finally, 'desire', in the context of RTD (as

well as the present work), is meant to include all mental states that we commonly call

'desiring', 'wanting', or 'wishing', as long as they are desires, wants, or wishes directed

at an outcome (or outcomes)/or its (or their) own sake, and not as a means to obtaining

some further, distinct outcome (or outcomes) (Schroe der 2004: 5).ar

Having thus outlined the scope of RTD, we may introduce it as follows:

Reward Theory of Desire (RTD): To have an intrinsic (positive) desire that P is to use the
capacity to perceptually or cognitively represent that P to constitute P as a reward. To be averse
to it being the case that P is to use the capacity to perceptually or cognitively represent that P to
constitute P as a punishment. (Schroeder 2004: 131)

Before turning to detailed exposition of RTD, it could prove useful to the reader to get a

sense of the motivation behind identifying the essential nature of desire with reward

(and of aversion with punishment).

Presently, there are only two serious candidates for the essence of desire that are

alternatives to reward: pleasure on the one hand, and motivation on the other. Desires

tend to move us to act so as to get what we want, and avoid what we don't want; desires

also set us up to experience pleasure when we get what we want, and to experience

displeasure when we don't. Motivational and hedonic theories of desire each classi$

one of the above features (or some variation thereofa2) as essential to desire, whereas,

according to RTD, they are typical though contingent effects (not constituents or

essential properties and relations) of desires. It happens (by evolutionary chance) that in

organisms like us, desires have these motivational and hedonic effects, but in principle

ao 
See Schroeder (2004: 4-5).

al ln the present context, we may take the term 'desire' as being meant "in a broad but not limitlessly
broad sense, encompassing things naturally thought ofas wishes, wants, goals, desires, ends, and so on,
but not intentions, plans, episodes of trying, or beliefs about what is good. [n particular, 'desire' is meant
to include wishes about how the past might have been as well as desires for the present and future, and to
include sensuous along with intellectual goals." (Schroeder 2004: 132)
a2 See Schroeder (2004: Ch. 1) for various formulations of hedonic and motivational theories of desire
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there could be, according to RTD, strange creatures with desires that are quite incapable

of both action, and pleasure.

So why think that the two older varieties of desire theory--certainly in the case

of motivational theories, far more widely accepted ones than RTD-should be

discarded in favour of the rather surprising RTD? What, to be more specif,rc, makes

reward a plausible candidate for the essential nature of desire-more plausible than the

two familiar candidates?

For present purposes, the above questions are best answered with emphasis on

the positive sides of the issue: rather than pointing out the long list of problems

plaguing various formulations of motivational theories of desire, and the also large

inventory of those that hedonic theories suffer from,43 the focus shall instead remain on

certain parts of what makes the identification of reward with the essence of desire a

plausible one. Vy'e begin with some intuitive remarks on the topic from Schroeder:

ln favour of the theory that rewards and punishments are constituted by an organism's desi¡es
are the commonsensical thoughts that if you want to reward someone, the best way is to give that
person something she really wants, and if you want to punish someone, the best way is to find
out what that person would hate done and then do it. Likewise, it is widely believed that a
common failure in rewarding a person is to give him what the giver would like to be given,
rather than what the recipient actually wønts. (2004: 67)aa

Hence, if Schroeder's survey of commonsense is more or less correct, we see, even

without much in the way of philosophical theorizing, that there are some remarkable

extensional parallels to be drawn between the objects of desire on the one hand, and

rewards on the other.

We commonly believe that giving an individual what she actually wants, all

things equal, counts as rewarding her; in other words that areward for an individual is

a3 Schroeder (2004) is a work doing, inter alia, precisely that.
oo Italics are Schroeder's.
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also an object of a desire that the individual has. Suppose, e.g., that we set out to reward

Sam by giving her the opportunity to drive an expensive and energy inefficient luxury

SLIV for ayeaî at no cost. However, and unbeknownst to us, one of the things Sam

really wants is that she and others living in her country take steps to reduce their

country's dependence on foreign oil. It is surely in accordance with our coÍtmonsense

beliefs about reward that Sam has not been rewarded by the gift of a year's use of the

SUV, all else being equal, since she sees her countrymen indulging in that kind of

product as part of an ongoing problem, one she herself wishes not to contribute to. Had

she been given something she really wants to drive-an object of one (or more) of her

desires, say a gas-electric hybrid-then surely commonsense dictates that she would

have in fact been rewarded, all things equal.

In addition, notice the perhaps even more remarkable causal parallels between

desire and reward, also pointed out by Schroeder:

Furthermore, according to common sense, the causal consequences of getting what one wants
are by and large the same as the causal consequences ofbeing rewarded. Rewards cause people
to feel pleased and dance forjoy; getting what one desires does the same. The opportunþ to get
a reward is motivating; the oppornrnity to get what one wants is the same. People decide what to
do by thinking about how they were rewarded in the past; they likewise think about how they
were given what they want in the past. Rewarding a child can influence her future thinking and
actions through unconscious processes; giving a child things she wants does the same. (2004:
68)

In other words, having one's desires satisfied and being rewarded seem to produce the

same types of events in an individual. E.g., suppose Lee wants a certain young puppy

with a specific and impressive genetic lineage. Lee's desire that he own the dog will, all

things equal, motivate him not to spend excess money so that he can afford to buy her

from the breeder, motivate him to go to the breeder in order to buy her, and so on. If

Lee should be fortunate enough to procure the dog, he will experience pleaswe, and his

long-term thoughts and feelings will also be influenced (e.g., he will likely take steps in
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the future to take good care of the dog, he will feel good when she is around, he will be

disposed to experience gteat anguish when she dies, and so on). Much the same can be

said about Lee and the dog by substituting desire for reward: The opportunity to be

rewarded by the procurement of the dog will motivate Lee not to spend money, to go to

the breeder, etc.; being rewarded by finally getting the dog will cause Lee to experience

pleasure, to take future steps in caring for her, to feel good when she is around, to feel

anguish when she is dead, etc.

What the two preceding paragraphs suggest is that while quite surprising indeed,

the identification of the essential nature of desire with reward is still far from being

radically counterintuitive. The resources of common sense, in other words, suffice to

lend a fair measure of prima facie plausibility to RTD, in virtue of the causal and

extensional parallels observed between desire and reward.

Incorporating neuroscientific findings with those of common sense, we can find

deeper justification for RTD than the simple observations vre've made so far. As it turns

out, crucial aspects of the neurological underpinnings of motivation as well pleasure

have a coflrmon cause in organisms like us, viz. 'reward signals'.45 And, since desires

aÍe coÍlmonly thought to motivate us and cause us to feel pleasure when satisfied and

displeasure when frustrated, it's far from implausible to hypothesize that desires are

rcalized in our brains precisely by the signals that constitute the unique common cause

of both pleasure and motivation:

The neural basis of reward is the normal cause of pleasure and an important cause of motivation,
while pleasure and motivation have much less influence upon one another and neither exerts a
dominating influence upon the reward structure. This striking finding is a fairly recent revelation
of scientific work, and it has not yet been given an interpretation by the scientific community in
terms of desire. Yet some such interpreüation seems called for. (Schroeder 2004:37)

a5 Much more on these below.
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To elaborate on Schroeder's remarks without going into a lot of technical detail (we

postpone doing so only momentarily, however), in normal humans, the

neurophysiological structures rcalizingreward exert a powerful influence on the

structures responsible for the production of voluntary movement (and therefore

behaviour), and on the structure that realízes pleasure and displeasure. Realizing reward

is a set of twin structures within the brainstem, known as the ventral tegmental area

(VTA) and substantia nigra pars compacla (SNpc), while pleasure seems to be realized

inthe perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (PGAC) (Schroeder 2004 36). The

VTA/SNpo send their chemical signals to many parts of the brain, including the areas

responsible for producing behaviour, as well as the PGAC. Moreover, our voluntary

behavioural circuitry and our pleasure 'centre' (PGAC) are connected to one another,

but not so to any remarkable extent: "It may come as a surprise to learn that the

connections between the neural basis of pleasure, in the PGAC, and control of the

voluntary muscles appears to be fairly modest. Instead of pleasure dominating

motivation, motivation appears much more influenced by the neural basis of reward, in

the VTA/SNpo." (Schroeder 2004:37) As for pleasure itself it tums out to be only one

amongst many causal influences affecting the VTA/SNpc, whereas the latter are

normal, and extremely powerful causal contributors to experiencing pleasure (to

activation of PGAC in humans).46

In short, pleasure and motivation seem to only have a moderate influence upon

one another, whereas both are strongly affected by the chemical signals sent by the twin

reward structures (VTA/SNpc). If desire is best thought of in terms of reward-i.e., if

a6 
See Schroeder (2004: Ch. 3) for details on pleasure, and the PGAC.
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RTD is true-then the common sense observations that desires tend to move us, dispose

us to pleasure or displeasure, andthattheir objects are coextensive with rewards is

strongly supported and illuminated by the neuroscience of reward, behaviour, and

pleasure. We know desire to be accompanied by motivation and pleasure; the common

cause of the neural basis of motivation and pleasure is the reward signal released by the

VTA/SNpc; therefore, the hypothesis that reward signals realize desires is, on first

blush, far from unreasonable.aT

Yet there is much about RTD that requires clarification beyond the prima facie

þositive)48 support for the theory outlined in the preceding paragraphs; let us begin

such clarification with the notion of representation employed in the definition of RTD,

as it happens to be rather straightforward. For someXto qualify as a mental

representation in the sense required by RTD,Xmust be "a content-bearing thing,

making up some perceptual or cognitive attitude, localized in or distributed through

some perceptual or cognitive centre of the brain, capable of passing output to the reward

system." (Schroeder 2004:134) Ignoring for the moment what the reward system itself

consists of, we can see that the constraints placed by RTD on what counts as a bona fide

perceptual or cognitive representation are rather minimal: as long as Xis located or

realizedae in aperceptual or cognitive part of the brain and is about something,Xis a

mentals0 representation in the sense required by RTD. Hence, as long as one concedes

that there arc atleast some genuine contents of one kind or another thal are involved in

ot There are, however, ffiffiy more arguments in Schroeder (2004) supporting RTD, and it is not the
business ofthe present work to defend them per se.
a8 Again, nothing has been nor will be said hére about what is wrong per se with alternatives to RTD.
ae If mental states just are brain süates, then mental representations aré Qiteratty and shaightforwardly)
spatiotemporally located in parts of the brain; if mental states are biologically realized by brain states,
then mental representations are realized in certain spatiotemporal locations in the brain.
50 Throughout the discussion I use the term 'mentaliepresentation' as shorthand for 'perceptual or
cognitive representation'.
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perception and/or cognition, one need not be hostile to RTD in virtue of finding the

notion of mental representation suspect.sl Moreover, Schroeder points out that

neuroscientists are generally of the view that some representation of the world (both

intemal and extemal to one's body) does take place in the brain throughout the sensory

cortex and a large part of the association cortex, as well as the hypothalamus (2004:

49). Representation taking place in sensory cortex and association cortex is that

"corresponding to familiar sense perception and everyday cognition" while some of the

representational functions of the hypothalamus include things like monitoring blood

glucose and electrolyte levels, body temperature, etc. (Schro eder 2004: 49)s2

Assuming that the above parugraph constitutes a sufficient characterization of

the meaning of mental 'representation' (as it applies to RTD), we may now inquire into

a fuither substantive feature of RTD, viz. the distinction between positive and negative

desire-like attitudes-i.e., between desires proper and aversions. The distinction is

meant to capture the (supposed) fact that having an aversion towards some outcome "is

not the same Íìs having a positive desire or appetite for its contrary" (Schroeder 2004:

I32); and, it is a distinction that we shall be forced to return to in chapter 4 below.s3

tt We may note that Schroeder rightly denies that RTD is "committed to the view of mental
representation found in the works of, say, Dretske (1988, 1995), Fodor (1990, 1998) or Millikan (1984,
1993)." Q004:134)
52 For details, see Kandel, Schwartz and Jessell (2000), whose neuroscience text is often refened to by
Schroeder "when describing well-known facts about the brain." (2004,Ch.2: Note 9). @erhaps welÀ
known to neuroscientists, their assistants, and students.) Also, it may be worth mentioning that Schroeder
notes that the things represented by the hypothalamus may not be things we access directþ through
consciousness, though we can experience aknd of indirecl conscious awareness of them Q004: 49).8.g.,
the activþ of the hypothalamus may make one feel lethargic or fatigued when one's blood sugar is low.
ln any case, "the hypothalamus engages in some activþ that neuroscientists typically call 'representing',
and that counts as tokening a representation or intentional icon according to some well-known theories of
intentionalþ (Cummins 1989,1996; Dretske 1995; Fodor 1990; Millikan 1984; Sterelny 1990)."
(Schroeder 2004, Ch. 2: Note 10)
s3 By attempting to incorporate RTD in our solution to the problem of ICUs, we shall sooner or later have
to address the issue of how to weigh the shengths of an individual's aversions against the strengths of her
desires in calculating how well she's doing on balance. Notice the stark contrast on this matter between
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The idea is this: if individual i has an aversion towards some outcome A, and

another individualT has a desire directed atthat outcome's contrary -A,thenmentally

representingthatA is the case will contribute to a different psychological reaction in

each of the two individuals I and7. E.9., if Smith desires that a Republican candidate not

be elected to office, and Jones is averse to it being the case that a Republican is in

office, then realizing that a Republican candidate has in fact been elected will contribute

to one kind of psychological reaction in Jones and another kind in Smith. As for these

psychological reactions themselves, in commonsense terms, Schroeder's view is that

being averse to some outcome "sets one up for anxiety or relief'whereas desiring some

outcome "makes possible joy or disappointment." (2004: 132) Hence, in the above case

of Smith and Jones, mentally representing a Republican in office will contribute to

feelings of disappointment in Smith (who desires that there not be a Republican in

office), and feelings of anxiety in Jones (who is averse to there being a Republican in

office). And conversely, if Smith and Jones both mentally represent a non-Republican

in office, Smith's psychological reaction to that representation will be one ofjoy,

whereas Jones's may be better described as relief.

Just how committed we are to the aversion/ desire proper distinction in our

cofitmonsense discourse (and our commonsense understanding of desire for that matter)

is not at all obvious to me,s4 but in any case, there are empirically known phenomena

that do seem to support it, at least if RTD is the right way to think about desire. The

empirical support for the distinction comes from differences between what RTD says is

the language of preference and that of desire. Again, we put offdiscussion on these and related issues for
chapter 4.
5o This is not to say that I am of the view that we have reason to doubt ow supposed commitment to the
distinction, rather that, as far as I'm concerned, the matter is unclear as far as our pre-theoretic
understanding of it goes.
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the biological basis of desire on the one hand, and what it says is the biological basis of

aversion on the other-i.e. from differences between the neuroscience of reward and

that of punishment. Having said that, it seems natural for us to now have a closer look at

the neural bases of reward and punishment, and thereby get a sharper image of the

essence of desire (and of aversion).

The Neuroscience of Desire and Aversion

Let us begin with desire proper. An individual i having a desire for some

outcome A is anaLyzed by RTD as i having the capacity to mentally representl, and

using that capacity to constitute A as a reward; but what does it mean for A tobe

'constituted as a reward'? According to Schroeder, to say that i constitutes A as a

reward is equivalent to saying that when I mentally represents A,thatmental

representation tends to result in the production of a certain signal (in the case of humans

and animals, chemicalss signal):

Contingency-based Learning Theory of Reward (CLT): For an event56 to be a reward for an
organism is for representations ofthat event to tend to conhibute to the production ofa
reinforcement signal in the organism, in the sense made clear by computational theories of what
is called 'reinforcement learning'. (Schroeder 2004:66)

Hence, according to Schroeder, Í using her representational capacities to constitute

some outcome A as a reward (i desiring A, ín other words) amounts to I having a certain

disposition The disposition in question is the tendency of i's mental representations of

I to result in the release of a "reward signal" from l's brain.sT What exactly is a reward

signal? Consider this description from Schroeder:

5s The chemical in question is the neurotransmitter dopamine.
'u Nottring in the present context rests on the ontology of rewards; e.g., rewards might turn out to be better
analyzed as states of affairs with no consequence to RTD, or CLT. (Schroeder 2004, Ch.2: Note 33)
" For the remainder of the present chapter, I assume that when we discuss some individual, that
individual is human, or something close enough-i.e. some organism with a brain that's organized in
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A reward signal is an event which causes a characteristic, mathematically describable form of
learning, and a punishment signal is an event which causes an opposing form of learning... this
is learning in a very specific sense: it is a change in the connectivities of units which are
themselves describable at an appropriately abstract level. These units are neurons in the case of
creatures like us, and their form ofconnection is very specific to their biological character, but
nothing in the nature oflearning theory forbids the existence ofvery different, even inorganic,
units playing the roles that neurons play in us. Hence, if something is a causal system which is
mathematically describable as instantiating contingency-based learning, then it is the site of such
learning. (200 4 : 13 4 -3 5)

As commented in the previous section of the present chapter, in humans and similar

organisms, reward signals are released in the form of the neurotransmitter dopamineby

a set of twin structures inside the brain stem, viz. the VTA/SNpc (Schroeder 2004: 50).

There are several good reasons to single out the VTA/SNpo as the unique set of

output structures responsible for releasing reward signals, according to Schroeder

(2004 49-52). One is that the "VTA and SNpc have the reach necessary to distribute a

rev/ard signal, and the signal can be received." (Schroeder 2004:50) The neurons of the

VTA/SNpc reach out to the rest of the brain, "including almost the entire cortex, and

many sub-cortical structures" all of which are equipped to receive the dopamine signal

sent by the VTA/SNpo (Schroeder 2004:50).tt Recall that amongst the standard

recipients of reward signals are the voluntary muscle control (and hence behavioural)

structures, as well as the PGAC (the structure thought to be the neural basis of pleasure

in humans). That desires are closely associated with motivation and pleasure is

explained partly by the fact that the VTA/SNpo do send signals to the pleasure and

action parts of the brain on a regular basis.

In addition, "the pattern in which dopamine is released by the VTA/SNpc is

exactly the pattern required to transmit information about reward that is useful as a

much the same way that a human brain is, with cortical and subcortical structures carrying out more or
less the same functions that they do in the case of a human.
58 For details, see Haber and Fudge (1997), and KSJ (2000).
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learning signal, as a signal that can cause useful change at the neural level." (Schroeder

2004 50) On this point, Schroeder cites the experimental work of Wolfram Shultz and

colleagues,se whose "finding is that the dopamine-releasing neurons of the VTA/SNpo

have a baseline level of activity (fairly low), and that these neurons sometimes fire more

rapidly than this baseline, and sometimes more slowly." (2004:50) What lends

plausibility to the claim that the VTA/SNpc have the kind of dopamine release pattern

needed for a useful learning (neural modification) signal are the facts that (1)

"VTA/SNpo neurons fire in apaftemthat carries information about the difference, at

time t, between the rewards received and expected at t versus those rewards the

organism was predicting (at t-I) itwould receive or expect at t"; and(2) "such a signal

is exactly what is most computationally useful if a system is going to modi$' itself

adaptively on the basis of rewards received." (Schroeder 2004:50) Both of these facts

have, as Schroeder notes, been shown to be the case through empirical investigation.6o

There is also the study conducted by Bao, Chan, and Merzenich (2001), which,

according to Schroeder constitutes a "decisive demonstration of the power of the reward

signal observed by Schultz and colleagues." (2004: 51) Bao, Chan, and Merzenich

actually observed the VTA/SNpc "changing neural connection strengths, in exactly the

sort of fashion required by the computational theory of reward-based learning."

(Schroeder 2004:51) Though the study was conducted on rat auditory cortices, there is

"no reason to expect this effect to be restricted to rats, or to auditory regions in the

5e Specifically, Schroeder (2004: S},Note 13) references the experimental conclusions of Romo and
Schultz (1990), Schultz and Romo (1990), Ljungberg etal. (1992), Schultz et al. (1993), Waelti,
Dickinson and Schultz (2001), which are reviewed in Schultz (2000).
60 Schroeder (2004: 50) cites the following experimental works in relation to the latter (2): (Houk, Adams
and Barto 1995; Montague, Dayan and Sejnowski 1996; Schultz, Dayan and Montague 1997). The former
(1) comes from the above mentioned work of Shultz and colleagues.
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brain" and Schroeder (quite reasonably) speculates that conducting the experiments on

rats rather than primates was simply a function of convenience (2004: 5l).ut

In short, it seems quite reasonable to accept the experimental conclusions drawn

by neuroscientists, and from these conclusions infer that the VTA/SNpo are indeed the

output structures of the reward system.62 If Jones mentally represents an event, and then

categorizes that event as areward, we can be reasonably sure that, all things equal, her

VTA/SNpo will release a reward signal in the form of dopamine to other parts of her

brain. That signal causes what is called (by neuroscientists) 'leaming' to take place,

which is understood as the strengthening of neural connections in Jones's brain; and

conversely, if Jones perceptually or cognitively represents an event, and then

categorizes that event as apunishment,thenneural connections in her brain are

weakened.

There is a structure responsible for categonzing representations as either

rewards or punishments and it is the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC): "the OFC responds

selectively to stimuli which we, as observers, would intuitively call 'rewards' and

'punishments', doing so after the rewards or punishments (or signs of coming rewards

or punishments) have been represented as more particular things elsewhere in the

brain." (Schroeder 2004:53) The OFC takes specific representations of varying content

and complexity (often greatly varying content and complexity) as inputs, categorizes

them as either rewarding or punishing to the organism it belongs to, then outputs this

information to the VTA/SNpo: "By sending output to the structures responsible for

6r 
See Schroeder (2004:51, Note l3) as well.

ut There is more experimental work referenced by Schroeder than the studies I mention above; for details
see his Q004:48-57).
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generating the reward signal, it allows representations of [e.g.] tastes , fractal images and

money to cause the release of reward signals."63 (Schroeder 2004: 53)

In addition, there is another structure (or structures) responsible for predicting

the occurrence of rewards and punishments, and keeping track of the information

corresponding to how rewarding or punishing a representation of the world will be to

the organism in question. This structure seems to be the nucleus accumbens, and it may

work in conjunction with the caudate nucleus (Schroeder 2004: fi).60

The modification of neural connections caused by the transmission of reward

signals (i.e. leaming signals) affects one's emotions and dispositions. As noted earlier,

the structures responsible for pleasure and motivation are important recipients of reward

signals, and so, according to RTD, it is unsurprising that desires are so often linked to

motivational tendencies, and dispositions to feel pleasure or displeasure. More

specifically, the effects of the release of a reward signal influence "the short-term

operation of the brain" as well as "its long-term dispositions, effects that, in organisms

like us, affect our feelings and modiff dispositions to act, think and experience, all in

ways that tend to increase the acquisition of rewards and the avoidance of

punishments." (Schroe der 2004 : 49) In typical humans, desires tend to modi$

connections in our brains so as to better satisfy them, and to be pleased when we are

successful. 'Leaming' in the neuroscientific sensejøsf is this modification of neural

connections (connections betweenneurons in the case of humans), caused by the

63 Schroeder's examples of tastes, fractal images, and money are taken from the experimental work of
Rolls (2000), and Shultz et. al. (2000).
6a According to Schroeder, "however this calculation is performed, it is clear that some version of it must
be performed, since the dopamine neurons of the VTA/SNpc express the results." (Ch. 2). We must note
that Schroeder's speculation on this matter is far from arbitrary, stemming from the experimental work of
Knutson et al. (2001), Pagnoni et al. Q002), Berns et al. (2001), and Schultz et al. (1995).
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transmission of information about how rewarding or punishing features of the world are

to an organism equipped with a reward system.6s

We should now be in a position to summarizethe sequence of events that takes

place in an individual's brain when some intrinsic desire of hers is satisfied.66 Suppose,

e.g., that Khan desires (for its own sake)67 that the death penalty be abolished from

United States law (Khan desires that P for short). And suppose at time l, Khan's desire

that P has indeed been satisfied (an anti-death penalty Bill is passed, say). Assuming

Khan's desire that P is not afleeting6s one-i.e., assuming her desire that P persists

through time-at time r-1 (before she learns of the abolishment of the death penalty),

Khan's nucleus accumbens (and, perhaps, caudate nucleus) had already predicted to

what degree (if any), her desire that P will in fact be satisfied (that she will be

rewarded) in the future, i.e., at some time after t-L. Let'x,' denote the degree to which

Khan's brain predicts (at /-l) that her desire that P will be satisfied in the future (that

she will be rewarded in the future); in other words, x: predicted reward information.

Now suppose, at time /*1, Khan learns that P is in fact the case; this fairly complex fact

is mentally represented al t+l in her sensory cortex and association cortex. At time t+2,

Khan's OFC receives the information (from sensory cortex and/or association cortex)

that P is the case; it then categorizes this information as either rewarding or punishing

(rewarding and therefore desire-satisfying in the present example), to some degree or

other. Let'y' stand for the degree to which Khan's OFC classifies P as rewarding for

65 Much of chapter 2 in Schroeder (2004) includes discussion of what 'learning' in this sense involves, as
well as descriptions of the experiments which have identified and described the processes. There are
qlany details which I omit in the interests of economy.* For fi.rther details concerning the sequence ofevents in question, see Schroeder (2004: 49-54).
6t Unless otherwise noted, for the remainder of the discussiãn, when speaking of desires, I shallignore
instrumental desires.
68 See Schroeder (2004) for discussion on fleeting (i.e. short-lived desires). @asically, his view is that
there aren't any genuine intrinsic desires that are also fleeting.)
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Khan; in other words, y: actual reward information. At time /*3, Khan's nucleus

accumbens (and, perhaps, caudate nucleus) calculates the difference between y andx.

Let'z' denote the difference betweeny and x; in other words, z : difference between

predicted and actual reward information. At time t*4,the information z is received by

Khan's VTA/SNpc, and at time /-|5, sent to multiple structures throughout her brain in

the form of a chemical (dopamine) signal-i.e., reward or learning signal. At time r+6,

the signal sent by Khan's VTA/SNpo (at /+5) is received by structures underlying

pleasure and displeasure (PGAC)6e emotion, motivation, and movement, with the result

of modiffing (in this case, strengthening) neural connections in the process (i.e. with

the result of learningTo taking place in Khan's brain).

The learning process briefly outlined above is well documented in the

neuroscience literature, much of which is referenced throughout Schroeder (2004,

especially Ch.2). The experiments conducted by Wolfram Schultz and colleagues

throughout the 1990s,71 as well as the above mentioned study conducted by Bao, Chan

and Merzenich (2001), are especially illuminating on the topic of reward-driven

leaming, and if the reader is interested in reviewing the empirical evidence for her or

himself, these are excellent places to start. But it is not the business of the present work

to review such evidence, since \À/e are operating under the assumption that Schroeder's

(2004) analyses and interpretations of it are correct. Specifically, we have assumed that

the identifications made by RTD and CLT are correct, and that, therefore, our above

6e For detailed discussion of the PGAC, see Schroeder Q004:76-53).
70 Recall that this is 'learning' in a technical sense of the term.
ttRomo and Schultz (1990), Schultz and Romo (1990), Ljungberg etal. (1992), Schultz etal. (1993),
Waelti, Dickinson and Schultz (2001). Reviewed in Schultz (2000).
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sketch of reward-driven learning is an accurate (though somewhat rough and ready)

construal of the neural processes that underlie desires and their satisfaction.T2

Unforfunately, the neuroscience of punishment-driven (contingency-based)

learning, and hence of aversion, is not nearly as complete as that of reward-driven

learning (and hence desire). Schroeder unhappily notes the following:

No investigation of the neural basis of punishment has put forward evidence for a punishment
centre with the persuasive force of the evidence for the reward centre. But given the apparent
factthat the OFC and nucleus accumbens generate both reward and punishment information
(Rolls 2000), there surely must be a structure somewhere in the brain that makes use of this
information to produce a punishment signal, a counterpart to the VTA/SNpc reward signal. The
leading candidate for a punishment centre is found tnthe dorsql raphe nucleus, or DrRN, located
high in the brainstem, near the reward centre. (See, e.g., Wise, Berger and Stein, 1973; Deakin
1983; Deakin 1998.) A distinctive feature of the DRN is that almost all of the cells in the brain
which release serotonin are found in it or in related neighbouring cell clusters (Kandel, Schwartz
and Jessell 2000). Hence, serotonin has been thought to be the messenger carrying the neural
punishment signal, just as dopamine is the messenger carrying the reward signal. (2004: )

In other words, the dorsøl raphe nucleus (DRN) may be the biological seat of negative

desire-like attitudes (aversions). The matter is not certain, however, and neither is the

suggestion that the chemical signal carrying punishment information takes the form of

the neurotransmitter serotonin in organisms like us. Nevertheless, Schroeder's

hopefulness that a punishment counterpart to the VTA/SNpc will sooner or later be

identified by neuroscientists is far from unfounded, given the above quoted point

regarding the OFC and nucleus accumbens: The OFC and nucleus accumbens do

generate reward as well as punishment information; how plausible is it to suppose that

one kind of information (reward) is received, processed, and transmitted, while the

other (punishment) goes unused? Not very. If there rwere no punishment centre, it seems

reasonable to suppose that the OFC would have the much easier task of categoúzing

merely to what extent a mental representation is rewarding, rather than its acf'nl task of

72 We could easily modify the above sketch in such a way that it describes the newal processes involved
in having one's desires frustrated, rather than satisfied. The reader is again referred to Schroeder (2004:
Ch. 2) for details.
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categorizingwhether a representation is rewarding or punishing, and to what extent.

Nevertheless, by comparison to our knowledge of how exactly reward information gets

used, we are presently somewhat in the dark when it comes to parallel details

conceming the use of punishment information. Hence, when our method of conducting

ICUs on the basis of reward and punishment information is formulated in chapter 4

below, we shall be forced to leave open the matter of where exactly in the brain to look

for the neurological basis of aversion strength.T3

Ng*, before proceeding any frrther, it is crucial to the plausibility of RTD that

we emphasize the fact that the theory does not require of desires that they involve

øctual representations; e.g. actual sense data, actual thoughts, imaginings, or whatever.

Even though Schroeder's view is that representations are Literally proper parts of

desires, "desires need not involve tokened representations, need not involve actual

episodes of representing" (Schroeder 2004:134). For it to be the case that, say, Ali has

an intrinsic desire that his wife be elected Prime Minister of Canada, RTD does not

require that Ali actually see her being inaugurated, or hear that she's been elected on the

news, or even that he actually imagines his wife's victory. Ali's desire that his wife win

can exist without the actual tokening of such mental representations, since, according to

RTD "to desire is to be so organised that tokened representations.. . tf they occur, will

contribute to the production of reward signals."74 (Schroeder 2004:135). Schroeder is

explicit in pointing out that RTD "requires a link between representational capacities

and reward signals, rather than a link between occurrent representations and reward

73 The details and consequences ofthis concession are discussed in chapter4 below.
to Italics are mine.
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signals."75 (2004:135) This feature of RTD allows us to say that, e.g., Ali desires that

his wife be elected Prime Minister even when he is in a deep sleep or coma, and

representing nothing whatever to do with his wife.

So far, the present chapter has been dedicated to discussion ofthe nature of

desire (and, to a lesser extent, aversion); we still have not said anything about desire

strength, its measurability, or its interpersonal comparability. Therefore, desire strength

is our next order ofbusiness.

Desire Strength

Reward (learning) signals are not an all-or-nothing affair; in organisms as

sophisticated as humans, they can be strong or weak, and so too can the desires that they

neurologically underlie:

What does desire strength amount to, on the reward theory? If to desire is to constitute a state of
affairs as a reward or punishment, then a shong desire is one that constitutes a state of affairs as

a substantial reward or punishment, whereas a weak desire would constitute the same state of
affairs as a minimal reward or punishment. If contingency-based learning in a given organism is
not incredibly crude, then some representations will normally contribute to very powerful
learning signals-signals with great power to change neural connections-while other
representations will have much less influence over the learning process. The strengh of a desire
will thus come to the relative power of the desire to change neural connections, and so modiff its
owner's mind. (Schroeder 2004: 138-39)

Thus, desire strength is not to be measured in terms of how much pleasure an individual

experiences, or how powerfully he or she is motivated to act (as has traditionally been

supposed by many philosophers committed to variations of hedonic or motivational

theories). These things may or may not be indicative of desire strength, since it is only

contingently true of human beings that desire tends to have a close association with

feelings of pleasure, and our dispositions to behave. The PGAC (the neural seat of

pleasure) is, after all, entirely distinct from the structures realizingdesire (VTA/SNpc),

7' Italics are Sch¡oeder's.
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and so are voluntary muscle control centres.T6If we are in interested in knowing actual

facts about how much an individual wants something to be the case, the place to look is

the VTA/SNpc of that person's brain; specifically, the strength of the reward (leaming)

signal it produces when that outcome is mentally represented (or the strength of the

learning/reward signal thatwould be released, if the outcome were represented). Hence,

if RTD is the right way to think about desire, and CLT the right way to think about

reward, then desire strength can, in principle, be read from the strength or magnitude of

learning (reward) signals.TT The next chapter of the present work includes a theory of

how the aforementioned reading may be accomplished.

We may conclude this chapter with a swnmary of what has been said so far. If

the theory of desire assumed to be true in the present work (viz. RTD) is in fact true,

then the essential nature of desire is independent of both pleasure and motivation, but

not reward. The dopamine signals released by our biological reward systems exert

powerful and regular influences over both pleasure and motivation, while the latter two

are connected with one another to only a moderate extent. Therefore, if RTD is true, our

common sense observations that desires both motivate us to act and dispose us to feel

pleasure is rendered intelligible and illuminated by the interpretation of the brain's

reward system in terms of desire. Moreover, neuroscientif,rc investigations of the effects

of rewards reveal them to be primarily characterizedby a specific neurocomputational

learning that modifies the strength of neural connections. The consequences of that

modification on pleasure and behaviour are both immediate, and long-term. Some of the

long-term effects include physical changes in the brain that dispose the organism to

76 See Schroe der (2004: 36-7).
77 Though, as we shall see throughout chapter 4, there are complications.
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seek out rewards-i.e., to satisff desires-and to experience pleasure when successful.

The way our reward structures-viz. the VTA/SNpc--exert their influence upon the

rest of the brain is via the reward or learning signals that they release. These signals can

be strong, resulting in relatively large changes in neural connectivities, or weak, causing

relatively weak changes. What is of principal interest to us is that reward signals are the

neural basis of desires, that their strength is the neural basis of desire strength, and that

their strength can in principle be empirically measured.The next chapter constitutes my

own effort to employ RTD in what I shall argue is the most satisfactory solution to the

problem of ICUs proposed to date; a solution that rests on the empirical measurability

of the intensity of reward signals.
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Chapter 4

The previous two chapters have concentrated first (chapter 2) on whatis not

likely to prove helpful to the formulation of a satisfactory solution to the problem of

interpersonal comparisons of utility (ICUs), then (chapter 3) on what I have suggested ls

likely to help, viz. Schroeder's (2004) Reward Theory of (intrinsic) Desire (RTD); the

pu{pose of the present chapter is to put that suggestion into practice and defend what I

argue is the best solution to the problem of ICUs proposed to date.

The solution in question is desire-based, in the sense that utility is defined in

terms of net intrinsic desire satisfaction, where 'desire' is to be understood in terms of

RTD; that is, in terms of reward- and contingency-based leaming. Moreover, the view

defended does not, on its own, constitute a method of mathematically approximating or

representing the utilities individuals assign to specific outcomes. The view is instead

best taken as a theory of the nature of what is being represented by mathematical

approximations such as von Neumann and Morgenstern (vNM) utility functions, viz.

the 'absolute' importance individuals actually attach to outcomes-absolute as opposed

to simply in relation to other outcomes (which, as w¿rs discussed at length inchapter 2,

is the extent of the representational content of an individual's vNM function).

D e s ir e Str e ngt h, Me as ur ab i I ity and Int e rp e r s onal C o mp ar ab i I ity

Because the solution to the problem of ICUs defended below depends entirely

on the measurability and interpersonal comparability of individuals' intrinsic desires, a

natural starting place is a suggestion of how one might go about empirically measuring

the precise strength of a single intrinsic desire within a single mind.
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Recall (from chapter 3) that, according to the theory of desire assumed to be true

in the present work-i.e., Tim Schroeder's (2004) RTD--desires are rcalizedby reward

ot learning signalsTs. What's of primary interest to us in the present work, however, is

that, like the desires they rcalize, learning signals come in varying strengths; strong

desires arc realized by strong signals, and weak desires by weak signals. Moreover, we

know that in organisms such as ourselves, learning signals are chemical in nature,

consisting of the neurotransmitter dopamine. So, if desires arerealizedby a chemical

signal, could we not simply have an individual mentally represent something she really

wants-something she constitutes as a reward, in other words-and measure the

quantity of dopamine subsequently released by her brain's reward system in order to

ascertain the precise degree to which she wants it? The natural sciences, e.g., chemistry

or various biological sciences, have after all become pretty good at measuring quantities

of things like dopamine----certainly better than economists are at measuring things like

the strengths of preferences.

TVhile the preceding observation is not meant, by any means whatsoever, to

downplay the efforts or formal accomplishments-in some cases, even genius----of

individual economists, it is indeed meant to showcase the fact that the accuracy of the

best economists' estimates of the strength of a single preference within a single mind

pales in comparison to the accuracy with which a neuroscientist could measure the

quantity of a well known neurotransmitter, using the right equipment. So, if we can read

desire strength from the strength of chemical signals, perhaps we can simply measure

78 Learning signals are reward signals, and the t\ilo terms may be used interchangeably; see chapter 2 of
the present work or for a more detailed discussion, Schroeder (2004). I use the former label more
frequently than the latter.
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the amount of the chemical in question, in this case dopamine, upon its release by the

reward system.

With the above remarks in mind, consider the following proposal for measuring

the strength of one individual's (single) desire, e.g., Sam's desire that the world's

endangered species not become extinct; s's desire that P for short. According to RTD,

desires have content-bearing, mental representations of outcomesTe literally as proper

parts. So, in the case of s's desire that P, s's mental representation of P is literally apart

of that desire. Moreover, because (we're assuming) s indeed desires that P, mental

representations of P will, by our definition of desire, tend to produce learninglreward

signals which are released by the twin reward structures called (recall from chapter 3)

the ventral tegmental area andthe substantia nigra pars compacta (VTA/SNpo) within

s's brain. And, since \¡/e are generally confident in our ability to measure and compare

quantities of chemicals such as dopamine, it seems as though we could in principle have

s represent that P, and then measure the quantity of dopamine released by s's

VTA/SNpc using brain imaging technology. Hence, we might think, the larger the

quantities of dopamine released by an individual's brain when she represents the object

of her desire, the more she desires that particular outcome.

The above proposal is, however, too naive and deeply flawed, the principal

reason being the following: Though reward/learning signals are indeed chemical in

nafure when it comes to organisms such as ourselves,so simply measuring the quantity

of the relevant chemical at the time of the release of the reward signal is a bad way to

t'These being events, or states of affairs, or situations, depending on the right ontology, which, as has
been said earlier, is irrelevant for present purposes.
80 Perhaps there are alien life forms that hàve learning signals of a non-chemical nature.
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measure the strength of the signal itself, and hence a bad way to measure strength of

desire in general.

Recall that empirical studies conducted by Wolfram Shultz and colleagues cited

in chapter 3 of the present work, which Schroeder (2004:50) appeals to, indicate that

the neurons of the VTA/SNpc have a baseline level of firing. When representations of

something constituted as a reward-something desired in other words-are tokened,

these neurons briefly fire at an above-baseline level, releasing a reward signal in the

form of dopamine. The quantþ of dopamine released in a reward signal is thus always

relative to the quantity of dopamine involved in VTAiSNpc baseline firing. Therefore,

just measuring how much dopamine gets released by the VTA/SNpo when an individual

mentally represents something she wants simply won't get us a straightforward measure

of desire strength, since that quantity of dopamine must be taken in relation to the

quantity involved in baseline firing.

There are more complications still to holding the naiVe theory I just sketched. To

retum to our earlier example of s's desire that P, suppose that s comes to know that P,

the object of her desire, is indeed the case. When s recognizes this, her VTA/SNpc will,

all else being equal, release a powerful rewa.rd signal. But, even if we relativised the

quantity of dopamine released by that reward/learning signal to the baseline level of

firing in s's VTA/SNpc, we aÍe still not guaranteed an accurate measure of exactly how

much she wants P to be the case. For one thing, her expectations regarding whether P

will or will not be the case in the near future are a crucial factor in determining just

what information we can rcad off the reward/learning signal released upon her coming

to know that P.If s fully predictedthatP will be the case in the near future, and then
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shortly thereafter learned that P is the case, her reward system may very well be entirely

unresponsive to her coming to know that P.In reference to the above mentioned

experimental work of Wolfram Shultz and colleagues, Schroeder writes:

Thus, the elevated firing rate of VTA/SNpc neurons corresponds to the time at which
information is received that an unpredictedreward has been received or is coming. A fully
predicted reward, however, causes no deviation in VTA/SNpc activity... Absence of reward
when no reward is predicted by the organism has no effect, but when a predicted reward fails to
mateúalize, VTA/SNpc activþ immediately drops. Hence, VTA/SNpc newons fire in a pattern
that carries information about the difference, at time t, between the received and expected at t
versus those rewards the organism was predicting (at t-1) it would receive or expect at t. Or, to
put things in a more intuitive if less precise marlner, VTA/SNpc neurons signal the difference
between how good the world was predicted to look at t and how good it in fact looks at t. (2004::
50)t'

So, if we want to read an individual's desire strength off the strength of her reward

signals, we have to take her expectations into account. The reason being that the

strength of a reward signal does not indicate the strength of desire straightforwardly, but

realizes the difference between actual and expected reward information. In other words,

a re\ /ard signal carries the information that consists of the difference between actual net

intrinsic desire satisfaction, and expected net intrinsic desire satisfactíon Simply put,

expectations must be taken into account if we are to have any hope of reading desire

strength information from the strength of the reward/learning signals that realise desires.

The above point about expectations furthers the case against any kind of naiïe

attempt to measure how much, e.g., I desire the evolutionary advancement of the human

species, by simply asking me to think about us evolving, and then measuring, say, how

many microlitres of dopamine my reward system releases. Not only do we have to keep

track of the quantity of dopamine it takes for my reward system to fire at its baseline,

we have to keep track of what my expectations are; in this example, expectations vis-à-

vis the evolutionary advancement of humans. So, if the naiVe method won't work, is

8r Emphasis original to Schroeder.
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there one that will? Specifically, is there an, in principle, viable and practicable method

of reading desire strength from the strength of reward signals? The answer is yes,

though we may not be able to cany it out with our present level of brain imaging

technology. This answer requires clarification, to which we now turn.

Since the learning signal ca:ries information about the difference between actual

and expected net intrinsic desire satisfaction, we can write

(1) LS : actual nlDS-expected nIDS

where 'LS' refers to learning signal and 'nIDS' refers to net intrinsic desire satisfaction.

The first step in a plausible method of getting a reading of the strength of a single desire

is therefore to create conditions such that actual nlDS-expected nIDS : 0, and that

expected desire satisfaction regarding the desire being measured is 0; then to surprise

the individual with a mental representation of the object of the desire we wish to

measure. E.g., suppose Jack desires that his stamp collection be complete; imagine he is

one rare stamp short of completion. It seems we could, in principle, convince Jack that

his stamp-desire is not likely to be satisfied in the immediate future, and then give him

the stamp. All things equal, mental representations of acquiring the missing stamp will

tend to produce a strong learning signal in Jack's brain under such conditions. But,

because Jack's expectations vis-à-vis the stamp-desire, we are supposing, are at 0 when

he mentally represents acquiring the stamp, the learning signal produced witl cany

information about how much of a difference having the stamp-desire satisfied makes to

his net intrinsic desire satisfaction (actual nIDS). We would have to measure the

quantity of dopamine released in the leaming signal that was produced when Jack

represented the stamp; as we saw earlier in the present chapter, this quantity would have
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to be relativised to quantities involved in the baseline firing of Jack's VTA/SNpo. Once

the aforementioned quantities are compared, it seems at least prima facie plausible to

maintain that what we have as a result is a good, empirically derived approximation of

how much Jack desires that his stamp collection be complete.

The above procedure is anything but simple or straightforward, but no one could

seriously deny that it is conceivable, possible, and even practicable, under the right

experimental conditions. Were such a procedure to ever be attempted in order to

measure individual desires, those conditions would have to be fine-tuned, so to speak, in

order to prevent possible experimental contamination, but the general idea behind the

procedure itself is not all that far-fetched. Whether we are presently capable of

successflrlly measuring an individual's desires using the procedure (call it'DP') or

something like it, I am not sure. But, if the scientific community were to accept an

interpretation of the reward system in terms of desire, such as the one offered by

Schroeder (2004) that we have here assumed to be true, it is certainly foreseeable that

experimenters might then attempt something like DP in order to measure desire

strength.

So far we have only discussed what I have insisted looks like a plausible method

of measuring individual desires within a single mind; but what about interpersonal

comparability? That, after all is a major concern in the present work, since if the

magnitude of, say, Jack's desire that his stamp collection be complete cannot be

compared to the magnitude of Mary's desire that she have a post-graduate education,

then we have failed, and there is no sense in proceeding with the present proposal any

further.
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The proposal for measuring desire strength within a single mind discussed

above-DP-will not get us our most sought after goal, viz. ICUs, because, like the

naiVe attempt preceding it, DP still depends on measuring dopamine. Consider, c.g., &

small child on the one hand, and an American football player who weighs over 150

kilograms on the other. Presumably, everything about the football player is bigger,

including his skull and brain. It is hence conceivable that even a desire minute in

strength belonging to the football player may be realized by a reward signal involving a

larger quantity of dopamine release than that rcalizingeven the child's very strong

desires. In the same spirit, we can imagine intelligent aliens of a similar construction as

us that happen to be far larger or far smaller than us, with far larger or far smaller brains

that release great or minute quantities of dopamine, depending on the sheer size of those

brains. In other words, thatx amount of dopamine is released when individualT

mentally represents something she wants is no measure of how much she wants it, for

j's brain itself may be massive or minute compared to some other individual fr. Ifj's

brain is one hundred times the size of É's and they are of similar construction with

similar neurofunctional properties, then of course j's brain will have to release a far

larger sheer quantity of dopamine than fr's.

If we amend DP by changing our focus from measurement of dopamine levels

per se, to measurement of learning (in the neuroscientific sense) as such, then we can

indeed end up with an experimental technique of conducting ICUs. This is not too

surprising because, for one thing, not all learning happens with dopamine, and what we

are interested is indeed measuring leaming signals since we have assumed that they

rcalize desires. Moreover, we can add to the list of problems with DP that the fact that
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leaming signals involve dopamine is not essential to their nature. As was mentioned in

chapter 3, there may be creatures unknown to us that are subject to learning and whose

minds are therefore affected by learning signals, but who don't have so much as a trace

of dopamine within them; if our proposal cannot even in principle be extended to

conducting ICUs between us and them, then it seems like the metaphysics of that

proposal are somewhat unsatisfactory.

Therefore, instead of measuring dopamine, perhaps we should instead measure

the potential of a learning signal to modiff its owner's neural connections-its potential

to cause leaming to take place. Recall that, according to RTD, "The strength of a desire

will thus come to the relative power of the desire to change neural connections, and so

modiS its owner's mind." (Schroeder 2004:139) Also recall from the same chapter that

the study conducted by Bao, Chan, and Merzenich (2001) involved the experimenters

actually observing the VTA/SNpc changing neural corurection strengths; so, it seems

that, in principle, experimental observation of learning taking place is quite possible.

How then do we modify DP so as to watch for leaming as such, and not simply

dopamine levels?

To begin answering the above question, DP is right with respect to expectations

in that we have to take expected desire satisfaction into account in the sense of our

earlier example of Jack and his stamp collection. In other words, we have to keep

expectations of the owner of the leaming signal the strength of which \ile are trying to

measure into account. If we're measuring how much Jack wants his stamp collection to

be complete, we can't let him think that he's about to be rewarded with the missing

stamp. So, what we said about expectations in sketching DP holds true for the theory-
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catl it 'LM'-being sketched now. Like DP, LM also involves relativization, but in the

following, more complex sense: I suggested, in discussing DP, that we relativise

quantity of dopamine involved in the release of a leaming signal to that involved in

VTA/SNpo baseline firing; instead, what has to be relative is the amount of learning the

signal being measured is able to produce, to the amount the strongest and weakest

signals can produce-in other words, the ones that can cause the most and least amount

of learning, respectively. To find out how much an individual s wants P to be the case,

we need to know how the learning signal released when she represents P (under the

conditions of expected desire satisfaction described above) compares in the potential

amount of learning caused as a consequence of its release, to: (i) the signal or signals

that, were they ever released, would have the potential to cause the lowest amount of

learning out of any that s's brain is capable of releasing; and (ii) the signal or signals

that, were they ever released, would have the potential to cause the highest amount of

learning out of any that s's brain is capable of releasing. In addition to putting Jack in

the right expectation conditions before rewarding him with the stamp and then checking

to see how much learning can take place, we have to, in a manner of speaking, know the

specifications of his reward system. We have to know them in order to put the fact that

rewarding Jack with the missing stamp is capable of producingx amount of leaming

into a neurofunctional context.

Therefore, according to the proposal LM, under present consideration, to

experimentally measure exactly how much Jack wants his stamp collection to be

complete, we need to know a lot.It seems as though we aren't, at this point in time,

capable of epistemically accessing the relevant information with our current level of
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brain imaging technology, but learning can be observed and has been. LM requires a lot

more detailed and extensive experimental observation, but there doesn't seem to be a

relevant enough difference to throw the proposal into metaphysical disrepute. So, how

do we develop it further and compare, e.9., how much Jack wants the stamp to how

much Mary wants a post-graduate education?

In order to conduct interpersonal comparisons of desire strength along the lines

of LM, we must extend the proposal to take into consideration the fact that the upper

and lower bounds for how much learning a signal is capable of causing vary across

individuals. The amounts2 of learning the strongest signal belonging to Jack is capable

of causing may be less than the amount of leaming the strongest signal that belongs to

Mary can cause. And the same goes for the weakest signals; how liule leaming they can

cause also varies across individuals. Thus each individual has her own range of

potential leaming; in order to make an interpersonal comparison between the strength of

a desire belonging to Jack with the strength of one belonging to Mary by conducting a

procedure along the lines of the one sketched in LM above, we have to take into

account the different individuals' ranges of potential learning. How is that to be done?

Imagine two straight objects such as two metre sticks; suppose one stick is a

metre long, but the other 1.5 metres long. Suppose, in addition, that each stick is marked

with 10 equidistant lines that are numbered 1 to 10. Now, for the sake of analogy,

suppose that Jack's desire that his stamp collection be complete is in fact equal in

magnitude to Mary's desire that she have a post-graduate education, and that both of

these are very strong desires. Moreover, suppose that the strongest leaming signal that

can be produced by Mary's reward system is capable of causing 1.5 times the learning

82 'Amount' here refers to how much a signal can strengthen or weaken neural connections.
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Jack's strongest signal can cause; and likewise for the ratio of potential learning

between Mary and Jack's weakest signals. In measuring the maximum potential of

learning that can take place in Jack's mind as a result of having his stamp-desire

satisfied and measuring the same for Mary and her education-desire, we shall have to

use an analog of the metre stick for Jack, and the 1.5 metre stick for Mary.

Nevertheless, to continue with the stick analogy, each of the two individuals' desires

will be equally close to the line marked 10 on their respective sticks, because (we have

supposed) their desires are in fact equal in strength. If Mary's desire were stronger than

Jack's, then it would be closer to the 10 mark on her stick than Jack's would be to the

l0 mark onhis.

If we did not use some kind of analog to the numbered sticks, and simply

compared how much learning Jack's stamp-desire can cause with the amount that

Mary's education-desire can, then we would not have a means to compare the two.

Acquiring the neurofunctional specifications for each individual's reward system, in the

sense of determining the maximum and minimum amounts of learning that each is

capable of causing, lets us know which stick to use for which individual.

As far as what the real-life counterpart to the numbered sticks from the above

analogy might look like, I am not exactly sure. Henc€, fly proposal for interpersonally

comparing desire strength does not include a method of mathematically representing

desire strength. And though I have left many concems regarding how we might

epistemically access the real-life analogs to the sticks, I have specified what those

analogs are metaphysically grounded in,viz. the potential of individuals' learning

signals to cause changes in neural connection strength (i.e., to cause learning), relative
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to the specifications of each individual's reward system. What I have said in the present

chapter, combined with the assumptions that physicalisms3 about the mind is true and

that Schroeder (2004) is right about the nature of desire, it doesn't seem plausible that

interpersonal comparisons of desire strength can be dubbed metaphysically problematic.

Utility and ICUs

In the preceding section, we have, inter alia, explored what seems to be a

plausible procedure (LM) for experimentally measuring the strength of individual

desires, that I claim can in principle be extended to comparing desire strength across

individuals; but our overall goal is to compare utility across individuals, hence, that is

the next topic. And it seems reasonable to start by asking: On my view, what exactly is

utility?

Utility :¿r The extent to which an individual's intrinsic desires are satisfied,

counterbalanced with the extent to which that individual's intrinsic aversions are

satisfied.

First, there may be a sense in which the wording of the above definition-call the

definition'UTD'-could invoke some confusion, stemming from the term 'satisfied'.

For some individualj, the more desiresT has satisfied and the stronger those desires are,

the higher her level of utility is; the more aversionsT has satisfied and the stronger those

aversions are, the lower j's level of utility is. The word 'satisfied' often refers to a

certain emotional state a person may be experiencing, but here, it does not. It simply

describes a mind-world relationship: if a desire is satisfied, then what the mind wants

and how the world is with respect to that desire, are the same. If an aversion is satisfied,

then what the mind is averse to and how the world is with respect to that aversion, are

83 Some kind of functionalism, type-identity theory, or something in between.
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the same. A person with many strong aversions that are satisfied will experience

anything buf afeeling of satisfaction or pleasure. The wording of UTD having been

clarified, let us proceed with unpacking the definition further.

Assuming that, through something like LM, we can in principle ascertain an

empirical and experimentally derived measure of the strengths of individual desires,

there are epistemological issues concerning how we are to take an inventory of every

intrinsic desire that ahuman individual has in order to arrive at a measure of her level of

utilþ. Vy'e cannot simply ask her to state all her intrinsic desires, for there is no

guarantee that she could do this; desires are not in consciousness,s4 but are sometimes

indirectly accessed by our conscious minds. Our emotions and actions give us some

degree of insight into what it is that we desire, but that insight is far from infallible.ss

But, since the present work is primarily concemed with the metaphysics of ICUs-and

only suggestive regarding informational or epistemological issues-I shall only say

that, given the plausibility of something like LM, and under our assumptions (see

chapter 1 above), it would be astounding if no way of inventorying an individual's

desires turned out to be possible.

Going on, according to UTD, net intrinsic desire satisfaction is only half the

story about an individual's level of utility, since net intrinsic desire satisfaction must be

counterbalanced by net intrinsic aversion satisfaction. This is somewhat of an obstacle

for the proposed solution to the problem of ICUs being defended here, as it is to

8a See Schroeder (2004).
tt I, ..g., have often thought that I no longer desired to be in the presence of a certain ex-girlfriend, but
have often been proven wrong. Another good example, given to me by Tim Schroeder during a (2006)
informal discussion, is a desire that many people seem to have, but often don't realize it; a desire that they

verbally understand what is being said around them. They may come to know of the presence of such a

desire upon spending a prolonged period of time in a foreign country surrounded by individuals speaking

a language they cannot understand.
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Schroeder's (2004) RTD, on which the solution is based. But, it is surely not a fatal

obstacle; when our neuroscientific understanding of the punishment system catches up

to that of the reward system, a more detailed philosophical analysis of the nature of

punishment and punishment signals will follow. Hence, my theory of how to conduct

ICUs remains incomplete, since half the story about utility, as I have defined it in UTD,

is still incomplete. Once the neurological rurderpinnings of aversion are more

thoroughly analyzed,the analysis can be deployed to f,rll in the blank, as it were, left in

my theory by our insuffrcient understanding of the neuroscience of aversion. Again, I

do not see how this incompleteness could be fatal to the overall project of

metaphysically grounding ICUs that I have here undertaken.

So, let us assume, for the sake of clarifying UTD, that once we have an

understanding of the nature of aversion that's parallel to our understanding of the nature

of desire, an analog of LM can be developed for measuring the strengths of individuals'

aversions. To get an accurate assessment of an individual's level of utility in accordance

with UTD, each desire and aversion must be weighted according to its strength; stronger

desires get weighted more heavily than weaker ones, and the same goes for aversions.

Satisfied aversions have a negative impact on level of utility (and frustrated aversions

have a positive impact on level of utility), whereas satisfied desires have apositive

impact on level of utility (and frustrated desires have a negative impact on level of

utility). If, e.g., a desire D and an aversion A are weighted the same (because they are of

equal strength) and both are satisfied, then the two cancel out with respect to the impact

they have to an individual's level of utilþ; taken together they, in other words, have no

net impacton level of utility. If, e.g., a desire D and some other desire 17 are weighted
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the same, but D is satisfied while F is frustrated, then D and Fjointly have no impact on

level of utility; and the same goes for any pair of equally weighted aversions such that

one is satisfied while the other is frustrated. If, e.g., a desire D is weighted more heavily

than an aversionl and both are satisfied, then the two have a positive net impact on

level of utility.s6 How exactly the weighting is to be done, I leave to someone with a

better understanding of mathematical approximations, but the general schema of how to

ground measures of utility in accordance with UTD should be fairly clear by now.

As for ICUs, they should present no special problems, as long as my theory of

how to compare desire strength across individuals is plausible. To elaborate, according

to my theory of how to compare desires interpersonally and my definition of utility

(UTD), necess¿ìry conditions for the possibility of conducting ICUs include these:87 (i)

that it's possible to put an individual whose desires we wish to measure in the right

expectation conditions;88 lii¡ that it's possible to measure the potential amount of

learning a signal causes under the right expectation conditions; (iii) that it's possible to

measure the amount of learning the weakest signal that can be released by a given

individual's reward system has the potential to cause, and the amount of learning that

the strongest signal that can be released by that individual's reward system can cause;

(iv) that (iii) is possible for all individuals equipped with reward systems; (v) that it's

possible to inventory all the desires an individual has; (vi) that (v) is possible for all

individuals; (viÐ that what is said in (i) to (vi) about desires is true of aversions-that

96 I won't point out all the logical relationships involved; the reader can surely deduce them from what I
have said on an as-needed basis.
tt They include others, viz. my background assumptions; see chapter I .
88 

See the previous section ofthe present chapter.
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'desire' can, more or 1ess,89 be substituted for 'aversion' with no loss of truth value.

Conditions (i) through (vii) along with the assumptions outlined in chapter I are jointly

sufficient to secure the possibility of conducting ICUs. That is, if the modal claims

made in (i) through (vii) are true, and if my assumptions about the nature of mind and

desire are true, then there seems to be nothing metaphysically odd about ICUs. Vy'e, in

other words, have no good reason to doubt that ICUs are possible.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize what has been said in the present chapter, I have suggested an

experimental procedure for measuring the strength of individual desires, called DP, and

that it or something similar is a plausible means to compare the strength of desires

interpersonally, as long as we take into account the interpersonally variant quantities of

dopamine involved in the baseline firing patterns of the neurons belonging to different

individuals' reward systems. DP, however, turns out to be, on balance, a bad way of

measuring desire strength in virtue of relying on dopamine quantity measurement.

Therefore, DP was discarded in favour of the more plausible LM that is not limited to

measuring dopamine, relying instead on measurement of learning as such.

Complications surrounding how LM is to be extended in order to interpersonally

compare desire strength were also spelled out. I, in addition, offered a definition of

utility (UTD) that construes an individual's level of utility in terms of net intrinsic

desire satisfaction counterbalanced with net intrinsic aversion satisfaction. The proposal

remains limited, however, in virrue of ow highly incomplete understanding of the

neurological underpinnings of aversion.

*e More or less in the sense that when referring to aversions, rather than reward signals (as in the case of
desires), we are dealing with punishment signals.
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Chapter 5

This chapter is a summary of the sub-conclusions that have been drawn in

previous chapters, along with a statement of the overall conclusion drawn from the

present project. There is little in the way of novel philosophical work over and above

that which is conducted in previous chapters, but this chapter does put things into

context.

Summary

To recap what has been said in the way of philosophical argument in previous

chapters, chapter I is an introduction and an inventory of background assumptions.

Chapter 2 argues that John Harsanyi's (1977;1982) attempt at reducing ICUs to a class

of counterfactual intropersonal comparisons of utility (intraCUs) is unsatisfactory for a

number of reasons. Chapter 3 is a summary of Schroeder's (2004) work on desire.

Finally, chapter 4 constitutes my effort to deploy Schroeder's (2004) theory of desire in

a proposal for conducting ICUs, and comparing desire strength interpersonally. In

chapter 4, I offered a theory of what ICUs and interpersonal comparisons of desire

strength are metaphysically grounded in,viz. facts about learning signal strength and

different individuals' reward system specifications.

Conclusion

The conclusion being highlighted can be summed up with the following

remarks: If utility is construed in terms of intrinsic desire (and aversion) satisfaction,

then interpersonal comparisons of utility (ICUs) pose no metaphysically interesting

problems. I have argued that ICUs are possible, and I have given a theory of what they,
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and interpersonal comparisons of desire strength, are metaphysically grounded in,viz.

facts about learning.

The aforementioned conclusion, however, requires qualification in the following

sense: The conclusion is plausible, only insofar as one accepts Tim Schroeder's (2004)

theory of intrinsic desire (and aversion), viz. the Reward Theory of Desire (RTD) and

physicalism about the mind, along with rejecting logical behaviouris*.eo Th"

aforementioned three assumptions, along with the philosophical work done in previous

chapters, secure the possibility of conducting reliable, empirically derived and verifiable

ICUs.

However, for those intent on defining utility in terms of the satisfaction of

preferences-as, e.g., some contemporary proponents of utilitarian moral philosophy

are-the preceding work offers nothing in the way of argument beyond presenting what

I take to be a more metaphysically attractive altemative. By 'metaphysically attractive'

I mean that the proposal I offer, along with acceptance of the above mentioned

assumptions, leaves little doubt about the possibility of conducting reliable and accurate

ICUs, and is perhaps even suggestive of how that possibility might be actualized based

on recent empirical research in the field of neuroscience.

Of course, if one has philosophical quarrels with assuming that physicalism and

RTD are true, and that logical behaviourism is false, then I have no argument to the

contrary. But, since I take it that physicalism is attractive for many well known reasons,

that RTD is attractive for the reasons spelled out in Schroeder's (200a) work, and that

logical behaviourism is highly implausible for reasons that no longer need to be

e0 There may be logical relationships between these assumptions (specifically between assuming RTD
and the negation of logical behaviourism), but they are not interesting in the present context. Hence, there
is no harm in thinking of the assumptions sepæately.
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rehearsed, the fact that I have no arguments for accepting the aforementioned

assumptions I take to be of limited philosophical import to the preceding proposal for

solving the problem of ICUs'er

e1 At least the metaphysical aspects of that problem, such as the worry that accurate and reliable ICUs are

impossible.
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